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THE NEW ME XIGAN REVIEW
FORTY SIXTH YEAR

SANTA FE, N. M., THURSDAY
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Chief Justice Pope Administers Oath of Office on Steps of His Appointment Sent to The
Senate by President Taft
Capitol Building In Presence of Immense Throng--GovernAddress
and
Makes
Happy
Today
Curry
His Successor Delivers a Long and
BE
PROMPTLY
CONFIRMED
Brilliant One Splendid Weather

For Parade.
Experience and Ability Should

MARCH 3

J910.

STRIKING PASSAGES IN GOVERNOR MILLS' ADDRE8S.
tie laws are or may be during my term of office it will
be my aim Insofar as It Is In my power and Incumbent on me as governor,
to see that they are enforced honestly, vigorously and without fear or
favor.
"He (President, Taft) is giving our country a safe, sane, wisa and
honest administration, not going beyond the law nor outside ot the limitations imposed upon him by the constitution.
'"As to this (the valuation of property) there is but ons safe, sound
and just rule, and that is uniformity of valuation for similar kinds and
classes of property, everywhere In the Territory.
"A property owner in one county should not pay a greater or a less
tax upon a horse, a cow or an acre of land, than the owner of a horse, cow,
or
of land Qf the same value In any pther county.
. "It Is my purpose to use every effort in my power to aid and asslt
In the betterment of our schools, both the common schools and the higher institutions of learning which are situated In the Territory.
'
"In carrying on this work, of Improving and constructing roads
I think some definite plan should be adopted to secure uniformity and
permanence of construction.
;
"We must elect our best men men of experience and affairs, as
delegates to the convention which Is to frame the act under which the
new state of New Mexico shall live, so that our constitution
may be
as nearly perfect as the fallibility of man will permit It to be.
"In my opinion provisions should be Inserted In our constitution to
protect our public lands and save them from being the prey of speculators
and the football of politicians and designing men, whose aim will be to
acquire them for less than they are reasonably worth.
"I am for statehood for New Mexico, first, last and all the time and
will lend all my energies and humble efforts to secure that end. My
hope Is that It will come very shortly, and that my term of office as governor of the Territory of New Mexico will be but of limited duration."

"But whatever
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CURRY'S OFFICIAL FAMILY GATHERS
AROUND

THE BANQUET

BOARD

Guests of Honor at Beautiful Home of Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa Pleasant and Pointed Tributes to and by
New Mexico's Popular Chief Executive.
It was more than a mere social
event it waB a historic gathering of
Governor Curry and nls chiefs of ad
ministration under the most enjoy
able auspices around the banquet table
at the hospitable home ot Territorial
Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa last evening.
It was, not a "farewell" dinner, so the
host said, "Au Revolr" was the better

Fe, where he was inaugurated on the-8tday of August, 1907. The governor's position at that time was not altogether a bed of roses, as he had,
affiliated
prior to that date, always
with the Democratic party in this Territory, and besides, the Republican
party was somewhat disturbed. In fact
Governor Curry found himself up
against the real thing at every turn
he took, but he was familiar with
hard knocks and mastered the situation, as he had often before, and today he Is prepared to deliver a united
party, instead of the condition of
chaos in which he found it.
"George Curry has been his own
greatest enemy. Had he known himself as perfectly as others do, he
could have been a rich man today. As
it Is, he retires a poorer man, so far
as this world's goods go, but a multimillionaire In friends.
"I can say for George Curry, what
you all already know; he is honest,
sincere, true, faithful to any cause he
espouses and above all, loyal to his
friends.
"It certainly Is a pleasure, In behalf
of you who are present, as well as
those who could not be here on this
occasion, to present to him this token of your love and affection for the
man, and in closing I feel that I am
but expressing the feeling of you all,
when I say, as did Rip Van Winkle:
"Here's to your health and happiness,
may you live long and prosper."
Give Diamond Ring.
The token presented was a magnificent diamond ring, engraved on the
inside rim of the golden circle were
the words, "Governor George Curry
from his official family, February 28,
1910." The setting of the large and
brilliant stone was novel and most
Inartistic.
Prolonged
applause
terrupted and punctured the address of Territorial Treasurer M.
A. Otero. Governor Curry was vis
ibly surprised and overwhelmed and
responded most feelingly, generously
giving credit to the territorial ofQ- cials from Territorial Secretary Jaffa
a11 alonS the line, for whatever sue- cesses nis administration Has naxr. tie
to- - Pledged his support and that of
the present officials to Governor Mills
In every honest endeavor for the pub.
Uc welfare. It was a heart to heart
talk that awakened echoes of
proval in those present and endeared
their chief to them the more,
Superintendent of Public Instruction
J. E. Clark spoke of the struggle to
advance the educational cause In, the
commonwealth; the great encourage-Raton- .
ment that Governor Curry had given;
bis unflagging Interest In the work
fOT better schools and better
qualified
teachers and spoke of some of the
gratifying results obtained.
No 8eePeti From ths Presg-tha- t
re.
Pau, A p Walter apoke ot
,at,
h
o( the
admlni8tratlon
t
nesa
whIcn
y

administration, and I know that If you
Make Him an Efficient
a
uu, uuvuinui jnuu wm siyo
Official.
good administration.' "
Tttero was prolonged applause as
Governor Curry took his seat, and Special to the New Mexican.
word.
Governor Mills beamed with pleasure
Washington, March 2. President
Covers were laid for fifteen around
happy remarks that had just Taft has sent to the U. S. Senate up
the beautifully appointed table In the
on recommendation of Delegate
to
exJoyernor c
center of which stood a magnificent
every word ringing true.
Congress William H. Andrews, the
name of Edmund C. Burke to be post
bouquet of carnations. A course dinGovernor Mills' Address.
ner was served that proved a finished
With the dignity of ft man who for master at Santa Fe, New Mexico. At
production ot the culinary art. After
of
many years had worn the ermine, and the same time the
the host, as toastmaster, in a fitting
with the confidence of a well tried or- James H. McCllntock, the rough rider
Introductory address, had paid a tribator, Governor Mills arose to deliver captain, to be postmaster at Phoenix,
ute to Gov. Curry, and bespoke the
his speech and as he glanced at the Arizona, and of Frank P. Burnett to
support of the Curry administration for
audience before and on either side ot be postmaster st Globe, Arizona, were
that of Governor Curry's successor,
him, the school children on the sent in.
GOVERNOR MILLS
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
apEdmund C. Burke,
today
grounds gave the yell ot old Ell,
spoke as follows:
which sent the look of youth to Gov- pointed postmaster at Santa Fe, was
"Mr. Jaffa, Governor Curry and Genernor Mills' face, for he recalled how born at Petroleum Center, Pa., July
HIS MILITARY STAFF
tlemen:
many years ago he too had given that 14, 1871. He moved to Pittsburg in
"I can assure you all that I feel
yell, cheering Yale's athletes to vic- 1878 and there attended the public
highly complimented when called up
Bchools.
In 1884 he entered a law
tory.
on to make a few remarks commenda
Governor Mills has not the voice of office and In a short time rose high Captain A. S. Brookes Will Be Adjutant General to Succeed
tory of a friend, but tonight I feel para Bryan, but he could be heard quite In his profession. In 1892 Mr. Burke
ticularly honored In being called up
Major R. A. FordClancy Advocate General
a distance and the scores ot officials was made clerk of the credentials
on to mention some of the many In
Smart Surgeon General.
and ladles on the steps of the capitol committee of the Republican conven
and
teresting traits in ine life ot our gov
served
tion
at
later
and
Minneapolis
as
a
caught every word he uttered
ernor, George Curry, wno is wim us
with the national Republican commit
auditors.
fanned
his
breeze
gentle
He was here tonight, and who will no doubt
A telephone message to the New Infantry In the Philippines.
tee in charge ot the stenographic
was
The speech
frequently interruptto captain and commissary wonder, who put me on his trail.
Mexican late this afternoon from Las promoted
ed by applause, especially when the forces.
of volunteers and upon being appoint"Strange as It may appear, I first
In 1899 Mr. Burke accompanied the
WilGovernor
would
the
announces
that
he
declared
uphold
Vegas
governor
ed captain was transferred to the 29th knew and met the governor at Gran
law as he found It on the statute late Senator Matt Quay through liam J. Mills will make the following U. S. Infantry. He was retired in ada, Colorado, In the year 1874. He
Pennsylvania In a reportorial capacity
books.
and sent bulletins of Mr. Quay's appointments on his military staff to 1908 and under war department or was quite a lad, being at that time
His appeal for a definite system in movements
his go Into effect on March 1, the day of ders, upon request of Governor Cur- about eleven years of age. His mothand accounts of
was assigned to duty as retired er and brothers were there, as well as
constructing and Improving the roads speeches.
Under chairmanship
of his inauguration:
ivdjutant General ry,
conof the territory also was well receiv- Thomas J. Ford in the
of A. S. Brookes of Santa Fe, to succeed officer with the National Guard of his uncles and aunts; they were
campaign
ed.
New Mexico.
He reported for duty tracting in the building of the Atchi1903 Mr. Burke occupied the exacting
A.
R.
resignGeneral
Ford,
Adjutant
and was commissioned on March 31, son, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad.
At the conclusion of the address
position of chief clerk and had 100 or ed; Frank. W. Claniy of Albuquerque,
1909, "as lieutenant colonel and In- which .was then extending Its lines
there was waving of handkerchiefs, more subordinates and assistants.
Dr. Robert
Advocate
Geirfnal;
Judge
cheers and prolonged hand clapping.
spector general of the National Guard towards the Territory of New Mexico.
- of Albuquerque, surgeon genNew Mexico In 1904.
to
Came
Smartof New Mexico, as which he has givEven at that young and tender age
Military and Civic Parade.
D. Sena ot Santa Fe, E. W.
Jose
In
Mr.
Mexico
came
New
to
eral;
Burke
en
efficient service, his experience George had the spirit of adventure,
and
Then followed the military
Secundino
Dobson
1904 and soon was In politics.
of
He
Albuquerque,
been
In
of
and In 1879, when still a boy, being
reorganhaving
great value
civic parade from the capitol through
Venceslao Jara-mlll- izing the National Guard and
the main streets of the city and hack was given a clerical place with the Romero of Las Vegas,
placing at that time but sixteen years of
of El Rlto, M. M. Padgett of it on a good footing.
to the executive mansion. It was a Republican territorial central commit
Captain age, he journeyed to Lincoln county,
tee. Later he was made legislative Las Vegas, and W. A. Fleming Jones Brookes is married and has a wife New Mexico. At that time the coun
fine parade, which was carried out
Hon. J. W. Raynolds, secre of Las Cruces,
and child. With his family he re- ty of Lincoln was so large that it cov- without a hitch.
First of all came clerk bythe
of
The appointment or an adjutant gen- sides on Grant avenue in the house ered the entire southeastern portion
Territory. Later he was
the grand marshal, and his aides. tary
appointed
Attorney General Prlch- - eral to succeed General Ford Is neces- of J. W. Raynolds. Since General of the Territory. While there, and
Captain Fred Muller, the noted rough ard to the by
office of assistant attorney sitated at this time on account of the Ford had determined to
retire, the ap until the year, 1882, he worked on a
and
rider, wag the grand marshal
In which position he remain turning over ot the large amount of pointment or Captain Brookes is a ranch, doing any and all kinds ot
mounted on a New Mexican thorough- general
ed more than two years.
property and equipment of the Nation- very fitting and praiseworthy one as work that was usually undertaken by
bred, he was again the dashing rough
the agitation for statehood al Guard of which the governor and it assures the continuance of the pres the early cowboy on the open range.
rider who bad climbed San Juan hill Mr.During
Burke worked on the central com adjutant general ar custodians and ent policies and the following up of
Enters Polities.
in record breaking time. The aides
mittee as secretary at the request ot for which they art responsible. Cap the plans mapped out by Governor
"Tiring of this life, he returned to
had apparently selected their horses
tain Brookes, who will be the new Curry and Adjutant General Ford for
Colorado, where he accept- to show the many varieties of "steeds" Governor Curry.
In the campaign of 1909, for dele adjutant general, is about forty years the National Guard. Captain and Mrs. ed a position with the United States
raised In the Territory. All of the
animals behaved fairly well with the gate to Congress, members to the leg of age and is a native ot Arkansas. Brookes have made many friends in hotel in the year 1882, and remained
islature and for the various county He graduated from West Point in Santa Fe during their stay here and there until the following year, when
exception ot that of Forest Supervihe again took up his residence In this
sor Stewart whose constant attention officers throughout the county Mr. 1895 and served with the 18th U. S. are popular socially.
Territory, locating at the town of
was required to keep the horse from Burke took an active part.
Mr. Burke was recently a candidate
George remained in Raton nn- breaking out of line.
for the U. S. marshalshlp for New
til the year 1885, when he returned
Following the aides, came the regi- Mexico
but was defeated by C. M.
to his first love, southern New Mex- mental band and Its members certainForaker.
lco, engaging as chief clerk and den- sounded
deserved
Crowd.
the
after
ly
praises
Great
Later. The appointment ot Edmund
uty collector and treasurer under
and
to
discoursed
had
airs
tourists
they
stirring
Residents, of Santa Fe,
C. Burke to be postmaster
at Santa
Dolan, who was a power in
Jimmy
a
the
Inaumusic
of
the
delight
loving
people.
for
here
came
visitors who
Fe, was confirmed promptly by the
section during those days. He
two
came
Then
the
of
to
militia,
companies
flocked
Senate this afternoon.
guration had already
remained in the employ of Dolan until
on foot, of stalwart young men, who marched
capitol grounds, some going
the fall of 1888 wneu he ran for, and
well and looked well. The admirers
in
scoreB
few
a
and
in
many
carriages
was overwhelmingly elected as pro- of the men with the uniforms evident S. B. GRIMSHAW'S REMAINS
automobiles. When Judge Mills, digARE LAID TO REST.
bate clerk and recorder for Lincoln
ly lined the streets Judging by the
"
nified and handsome, arose to bow to
county, which position he held until
in- cheers that were heard as the boys
result-hi- s
"
few
made
a
who
Jaffa,
the following election In 1890, when n!wlspp,er representatives had
Secretary
--Rev.
R.
J.
in
Gass
olive
Conducts
Services
at
drab
passed.
cheerAsunder-e- d
Mn
J
nominated and again elect- troductory remarks, the crowd
party
Gold
Masons
Braid
Glitters.
the
at
Grave
the
House;
nse.
tm"
ed loud and long. Then the cerehim as assessor for Lincoln coun- - 8tood h? "e PubIlc:
But the really dazzling Bight came
Many Floral Tributes.
ew Mexico today was, not
chief
mony which was to make the
ty. in 1892 his party once more call- the
next
with
staff
of
governor's
was
his acta and his me
'nrt he was aealn elect- - misinterpreting
Bd imnn him
justice executive of the territory
colonels headed by Adjutant General
ves: toat ln hls cas as In that of
With the impressive ceremonies of
ed, this time as sheriff of Lincoln
begun. It only took a few minutes, R, A. Ford, mounted on a fiery black
it
the
the
fact
Roosevelt,
Presbyterian church and of the
and there was intense silence while
county. In 1894 his party again hon- President
charger. The gold braid of these
from
lnatoH.
tandine to the left ot the tried warriors was resplendent In the Masonic order, to both of which he beored him by nominating and electing that ne had no secrets
tno
and
B.
Postmaster
vresa
Grlmshaw's
S.
had
him as a member of the Council from
representatives,
sun's rays and "rather gorgeous" was longed,
platform was Chief Justice Pope
him
a
funeral took place at 2 : 30 o'clock this
journal-Don- a
many
the 9th district, consisting of Grant,
facing him and holding up his right appropriately applied to their display.
Istto
attack
and
afternoon.
added
01
and
Lincoln.
oatn
Chaves
Ana.
Immensely to
Eddy
hand Judge Mills took the
Then came the carriage in which sat
A room would scarcely
hold the
counties, and later, when the legisla- - his popularity. "Governor Curry never
CurGovernor Mills and
ture met at Santa Fe, he was further dodged a newspaper man; a man as
Then as Judge Mills shook hands ry. Both bowed repeatedly to the sa- floral tributes send by Mr. Grlmshaw's
honored by being the choice of his transparently honest and whose
with the chief Justice the crowd cheer- lutes given them all along the line friends and members of the Masonic
and elected president of the tives are so obviously patriotic, has
lodges to which he belonged.
of parade.
ed again.
of no need to. If the newspapers of the
Council. After the adjournment
The services at the Grimshaw real
In the next carriage were TerriGovernor Curry's Address.
the legislature, he was appointed territory have the say, George Curry
dence where the body had reposed
Governor Curry then delivered a torial Secretary Jaffa and Chief Jusclerk of the fifth United States dis- - will not be permitted to remain in
since Saturday were conducted by the
"
brief speech and he was listened to tice Pope and following them in a
trlct court, the appointment being private life very long!" the speaker
R.
Rev.
John
Pres
of
sat
third
the
Abbott
and
Gass,
pastor
carriage
Judge
was
frequentwith rapt attention. He
made in 1895. He resigned however, in predicted.
Judge McFie. In the fourth carriage byterian church of Albuquerque. Then
y applauded. He said In substance:
the year 1S96 to again respond to the.
were
W. Dobson of Albu at the grave in Falrvlew cemetery.
Colonel
E.
In
Curry for Senator?
said
I
was Inaugurated
i ."When
call of his friends, accepting the nom-querque, W. A. Fleming Jones and the Masona held services, as Impres
Land Commissioner
R. P. Ervien
:
.
my inaugural speech that I expected
to
. .
territorial
the
lnatlon
for
Council,
W. H. H. Llewellyn.
ne would vote everv
Many sive as Is usual when a thirty-secon;
piumisea. inai
to be Judged by the administration I Major
more
.
once
was
he
which
,
position
,
had trouble to recognize Major Lle- degree mason Is Interred. They were
Governor
served
have
I
here.
It
Curry when
gave. I repeat
elected
ever opportunity presented Itself. DIs-..- as governor to the best of my ability wellyn because of his high hat but conducted by H. F. Stephens, past
the
when
was
rec
Rider.
noted
rider
Rough
rough
Blue Lodge of which
trlct Attorney E. C, Abbott in an elo- and I am pleased to say that New ognized he was greeted with shouts master of the
the war with Spain was de- - quent dl8COUr9(i ,,, that
Mr. Grimshaw was a member.
with good people. of
,t
Mexico Is filled
Glared.
was
the
"Hello,
Major!"
among
George
Curry
The pallbearers were A. It. McCord,
Mt w vote of
r
(Applause.) And the good people are
was
to
first
I
respond
very
Las
governor
EDMUND
With
C.
BURKE
John Zook, C. J. Crandall, H. H.
Vegans
Badges.
u
Govenor c
always ready and willing to overlook
at that time and well remember when nvArtvlmW
The 250 Las Vegans who came here Dorman, Judge J. R. McFlo and Cap,.,.
;. .t
J
the petty faults and consider rather to honor their fellow
I appointed him first lieutenant of the
citizen, Governor tain Fred Muller.
two United States senatorshlps of ;"
the
..,
the good and pleasant qualities of a Mills, made a line
United States Volunteer Caval- new
CANADIAN-GERMAshowing because
PEACE.
Manager Hanson of the Wagner WILL COST HUNDRED
state, and Intimated that Hon.
person.
which was afterwards known as
each wore a badge and there was no
DOLLARS A SEAT.
ry,
1.
Ottawa,
Out.,
the
llarcu
had
By
Establishment
Thomas B. Catron, or soma one
Undertaking
Statehood Again.
doubt as to what delegation they beterms of the provisional agreement
of the funeral arrangements.
eV'ally
worthy would be the other
"When I was inaugurated governor longed to. They followed the fourth charge
tain of the troop being Colonel Jack senator.
between
Be
Will
Canada
Do
Able
to
the
effectWell
and
to
Only
Gornmny,
With inimitable wit, in
I said that I expected to see state- carriage and marched well.
ive today the trade war which has W. Fleming of Silver City. Just beJefthe
See
Match
of
Slugging
which
he
AND
IRON
compared the various office
hood while in oince and I worked for
Then came the pupils of the Indian FUEL
been on Blnoe Canada gave Great fore the completion of the squadron, bode
Johnson.
fries
and
o
COMPANY
different varieties of fish
IS BLAMED.
Colonel Fleming, owing to deaths In
that measure before It had become school, In costume and after them the
of whom It Is easy to get a rise,
'
relieved
wn
from
what we call a regular Issue. I had Santa Fe fire department with Its new
which
duo,
Caunda
to
led
a
surtax!1"
i'lmlIy,i
Impose
m vuur
San Francisco, March 2. Fight en
ana, l a nnoinieu ueurKO uurry us can- hoped to see it but I am Indeed Borry ladder wagon looking Bplok and span.! Committee of United Mine Workers
of 33
per cent against
thusiasts will have to "dig" deep to
witn laughter.
to see that my expectations were not
of the troop. At the close of the v'"spo ms listeners
Charge It With Responsibility
Band.
i tain
is
in
ended.
Albuquerque
1908,
goods
com
net seats for tho Jeffries-Johnsofor the Disaster.
war Captain Curry returned Ho "Poke as one who had known
realized. I do hope however, that it
Then, their Bllver Instruments daz
Tlio provisional agreement removes Spanish
bat on July 4, Announcement wno
to tho Territory and settled ln that George Curry longer perhaps than
will be only a short time before Con- zling the eyes of every one came Althe
Canadian
surtax
from
all
German
gress will grant it. (Applause and buquerque's band. "And didn't that Denver, March 2. In a report to made yesterday thatntbleacher points of goods and f.lvos them tho benefit of; (ieetion which is now known as Otero a"y one else present,
ton dollars each
band play! It has been called the lie submitted to tlio United Mine advantage will sell
county, and in 1899 when that county
cheers.)
Superintendent Ravnolds. snoke not
T
,,
while tlio ring stile hex cushions will. the Canadian general tariff which I ,
1,1...
1 ..n,rt,, '
Praises Mills.
leading band of New Mexico and has Workers of America, tlio commlttoo cos.it
1UOi
mc"lls' 1,111 also
Blven to goods from the United Slates
, ''.
Proone
dollars.
hundred
k .i,m- ...
exactly
. ......
.........
standing a standing challenge of JliOO that It of the United Mine Workers of the
"And now, my friends,
ttp i l n enn n;ir v whon Kt
.f,..
...i.
.ii'iii,
and
most
from
other
except
countries,
moters
Gleascu
Hieliaril
and
here near the gontlemiin who has Just! Is the boat between Denver and Los Denver district which has been Inves- have received hundreds of already Grout Britain, France nnd Japan, at that time, ho was opposed to the thanked Governor Curry for uniting
requests
I was representing.
Ho was not ,ha
become vour governor I wish to as Angeles. The band had made a hit Hunting the Prlmoro mine disaster,
pal.ly a8 u had not oen m m
which get privileged treatment.
In nparty
for reservations,
candidate for tho ofllce at the time;
sure you that I am pleased to be sue- - before the parade by its serenading will charge the Colorado Fuel and
return Canada Is given tho conven
yearSi
a
case
office
was
of
hunttho
a
clear
Governor Mills and Governor Curry Iron Company with responsibility for
funded bv one who Is a scholar,
tional or minimum tariff on many im it
A,ldilor Sarsent said tnat although
Belen Man Sues for $60,000 Ward
ing the man. George Curry did Just' 110
jurtBt as well as a gentleman. (Cheers) and also playing sweet muslo for the the disaster.
portant articles,
wa3 a cllro"o officeholder of many
ho
what
to
for
B.
the
suit
filed
Moxlcan.
promised me ho could do;
New
of
for
has
$00,000
As
you
employes
Ho needs no introduction
Beatty
Denounced as Slave Territory.
5'ears' slanding nnd had some ideas of
e
It
ho
Mills
did
and
twenty-fivthen
Rail
Fe
the
tho
In
ascended
Santa
quickly,
resigned
of
the
Judge
your Territory
steps
he has lived
Denver, Colo., March 2. Edwin damages ngalnstin tho
to accept a commission from Presi- nis own, yet, nis relations wim uover- district FRANCE AGREES TO
way Company
years. (Applause.) Judge Mills Is Capitol to take the oath of office the Brake, state labor
INTERNATIONAL COURT. dent McKinley, as first lieutenant ln nor Curry had always been the most
commissioner, has court at El Paso, The plaintiff sots
known from one end of the Territory band played "The Governor's March," also Issued a statement
chnrglng the forth that he Is a resident of Belen, N.
then
"The
Paris, March 2. Tho French gov- tho 11th U. S. Vol. Cavalry, and sail- cordial, that Governor Curry never
Star
Spanto the other and I want to say to and
company with gross negligence, and M., and on November 23, 1909, was ernment has replied to Secretary ed for tho Philippines, where he made asked hltu to do anything unreasonBanner."
So
when
was
the
band
that
gled
all
with
sincerity
it
and
say
you
seen and heard in the parade, It had Hint the company's mining camps are employed by the defendant company Knox's proposal to the powers looking good ln every position he held, from able or to do things that did not
during the twelve years Judge Mills
run as "slave territory."
Theso re- ns foreman of tlio coal chute at Belen. to tho establishment ot a permanent lieutenant, captain, chief of police of square with tho exact letter ot tho
has been chief Justice of the Terri- already "arrived." The band was peIn having as the ports differ from that of State Mine While attempting to arise from the International court of nrhltrnrlnl Jus- Manila nnd as governor of ninny of law.
tory of New Mexico ho has presided culiarly fortunate
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-for- d
I hope drum major a man of fine figure and Inspector John D. Jonos. A movement coal pit ho placed his hands on tho tice, accepting the proposition In tho Islands In the Philippines, and finwith dignity and prudence.
His gold brald is said to bo on foot among the load- rails and they were run over by a principle, but making certain sugges- ally ho continues his success as govbriefly, but forcefully, added his
und I believe that you will give him gorgeous costume.
ernor of this grent Territory, which tribute to those of tho rest, as did Su- that loyal support which you owe to and headgear made a hit with the ers to ask Governor Schaffroth to ap- coal ear, both hands being so badly tions which tlio French government
Inwe hope will soon he a state.
point a committee to lnvestlgnto con- damaged that amputation was necos-Bar- believes will bring all other powers
your chief executive; I hope and beto accord.
ditions In the mining camps.
"I have landed him here ln Santa
(Continued on Pngo Four.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
lieve that you will stand by him In his
Hon. William J. Mills, tor twelveMeXICO, DOyears Chief lUBtlce Of NeW
noon
governor of the territory at
t office on
i,
,th
i
no
louay.
, .hnlimne in
the steps of the
'the presence of
he
from all parte
oam wao ftuiiuuwwtw
tice Willianf H. Pope.
a brilliant assemblage and
Santa Fe,
glorious weather even for
con- " - ita (neerless climate,
Lamcu fitrlbuted largely to carrying out of the
cereparade and the inauguration
an
monies without being marred by
untoward event or ill omen.
And to make the new governor's
ausInduction Into office all the more
picious the retiring governor, aGeorge
decidof
Curry, delivered a speech
he hoped
edly happy turn, saying that
with all his heart that Governor Mills
would really see statehood for New
see
Mexico as Ip. himself had hoped to
it Govern!. 'Curry paid a tribute to
his successor and assured the peo
to mm
ple of New Mexico It they lend
their loyal support he will give New
Mexico a good administration.
Exercises Begin.
InAt 10 o'clock, this morning the
auguration ceremonies really began,
whon Mia executive committee called
in. Mm. ot thn Palace hotel. At
was met by
11:30 the governor-to-b- e
his staff and a few, minutes beforel.
capl-tonoon Judge Mills left for the
The members of his staff accomand
panied him. Governor Curry
Chief Justice Pope were called tor.
suc
The retiring governor and his
cessor entered the main entrance ui
the capitol grounds amid cheers and
m
fniiowAd bv Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa and Chief Justice Wil
liam H. Pope. They proceeded to ine
tribunal erected on the capitol steps
amid files of the National Guard who
The governor's staff
stood attention.
followed. On the
in full uniform
tribunal were seated the Judges of
the supreme court, Mrs. Mills, Mrs.
Immense flags
Jaffa and Kuests.
deco
of bunting
,i monv vnrda
rated the capitol building as well as
the executive mansion nearby, and the
office was
platform where the oath of
to be administered was also brilliant
with the colors of red, white and
blue. Several fine large Indian blankets were hung in front and on the
sides of the grand stand and the gorthe
geous colors blended well with
surroundings.
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hava not
been gathered about the President, as
In- they were under Roosevelt, and
ana
formed of the plans and their wny
.
wherefore. Ta can no more avoiu,j
the newspapers" than he can tne
n.s party.
judgment of the people or
The newspaper
representatives ai
nt
Inter,
.v.
of the acts of the admlnlstra-pretei-tlon. The rest of the nation takes its
cue from them, as It were, and these
journalists therefore can do very much
to make or unmake an omciai or a
politician. The wisest of the latter
know how to make tne uesi use oi
the press by treating Its representstlve. not only with courtesy but with
frankness. Had Pres dent Tatt done
this he would never have uttered the
bitter plaint at the recent banquet at
Newark. Now Jersey:
,.

"'

..,.n

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

Ik

A FRIEND OF SANTA
Commissioner of Insurance Jacobo
FP
criminal
Investigators, 'cherchei la
BACK TO THE LANDI
The appointment ot captain a. o.
ChaveB and bis assistant Peter M.
Editor Klelnfelter, the New MexMexico femme.' The llrst person tney looaeu
of
New
New
From
of
be
part
every
Brookes to
wid- Llenau have issued a timely warning
adjutant general
ican's Pennsylvania
of Inter- for waa a demure little 'grass'
German friend,
to city and town authorities and propMexico, will be a very ..tlsfae ory come reports of the revival
east and the ow living in Cambridge. A few days
the
est
.......
of
irom
people
owners in their bulletin io. 6, who is the publisher and editor of the
been
"
had
she
erty
failed
bank
before
the
now
tn.
oi
rnntlnna
middle west in the free lanas
- -wntr,,.i. t,la Intpntlnn
,
avenue, Cam just from the press of the New Mex sprightly Obar Progress, near the
....... Mexico of which there are over forty seen in Massachusetts
mass of Interesting eastern
uie poncy w m.
in one of the costliest ana ican. Among a
dad
limits of the territory, gives
brings
bridge,
train
left.
acres
million
Every
ever Information they say
land offices are most fashionable mink garments
Santa Fe the following appreciative
the
and
homeseekera
.
o
,
Is
Are
of
i
The
prevention
classic
Cambridge.
subjeot
throbs of seen In
perlence, and having the past year beginning to feel the first
now being Berlously considered not publicity, that reminds Santa Fe peo
an
"They looked for another woman,
had the direction of the details In the spring rush which has been
innmi her over in the Back Bay, only by the insurance fraternity but ple of some of the assets they too
many Instances of the reorganisation annual affair for the past three years rwz
the various states themselves ana often neglect:
but the rush this spring will be great- Boston. How much money was lav by
oi ine isew
uU.
this department tukes this opportunseems ished on her noboay Knows. on
"The Obar Progress has no Bhare la
the commonwealth can look forward er than ever before and It now
more forcibly
the gay life to the limit. And ity to bring this Bubject
.
.
that the high water mark of 30.000 enthe
coming fight In regard to the capl- the
of
citizens
the
before
Territory.
this year by there are others."
making It an Instrument of public se.- tries will be reached
Its population la growing very rap-Idl- y tal locatlon. The present location Js
Tt to
the five land offices. On the Bettled
-- ....Mo
.. nntaralnnil thnt. floyerand new towns are springing up good enough for us unless Obar
gets
U. 8. ATTORNEY.
nor Mills contemplates few radical portion of the territory, more to lana
everywhere. The past year has seen
the AN ENERGETIC
tne race.
In
ap- - than ever before la being put
or
tn
either
Icy
pol
changes
Morrison recently many fires, especially so In the new
E.
Hon.
Joseph
Rio
the
"In
down
that event, watch our knen an.
- ulow. Travelers up and
...
u...t...
from appointed U. S. district attorney for towns In the eastern part of the Ter- tlon.
self with completing or carry In, to Grande valley have noticed that
and who Is a graduate of ritory and they have done much toArizona,
"But
Mesilla
to
vaiiey.
Taos
the
down
-- . -- -whether Santa Fe wlna nr
w-- i
h
St. MIchael'B college in this city and wards raising the loss ratio to one of loses In the
capital fight, aha hi. an
spring plowing Is in progress and that i. . ww u r Tiulirn A t.- MarrlBOU. Is its
In Its history. The
highest
la a
points
are
tracts
being
and
unbroken
all
asset,
her own that Is not affected
large
Of
nvrfrographlc surveys
e
may Indeed be called a 'burn- first mnklne irood in his new position.
subject
the
for
cultivation
under
eB
measurements.
brought
Inaugurated
first
stream
yT-inpolitics and which grows more val.
my
course, those who knew "Joe," did lug' one and which should receive the uable
on .
,,b c
by time. This movement back to the
- or at lea
as the years come and go.
the
but
else,
our
authori
vlgoro.js y .prosecuted
not
anything
attention
of
active
expect
Wh e House but after what Covercity
United
land Is aeneral all over the
Thai this will co
This asset Is to be found In (ha
from an Arizona ex ties to see that their building ordi
cllnnlng
graciously said, I Governor Curry.
chief
the
Is
Mexico
refrain from a personal word tribute to harmony within party rank. States but. New
remains of the dwell
gives some Idea of the energy nances are strictly enforced. Local
t0
weirare of tne common beneflclarv on account of the va9t ex change
race which
with which he has tackled the prob- agents of the fire Insurance compa- ings or mat
the
cheap
lands,
of
tent
its public
"""It Is true I told him I wanted to wealth, Is certain.
lems thnt hiB new position has nies should lend their assistance to had established a civilization In tha
owner
in
'
lands
of
ness
private
its
make good a year ago. I am not certhrust upon him:
the city authorities to Bee that all rub Rio Grande valley when our Anglo- ship and the advantages of irrigation
tain of doing it now. He said some- FAME OF THE SCHOOL OF AMERI-thin"After attending a four days' f
bish, outhouses, etc., which are a men baxon ancestors were disputing with
of scientific dry
the
and
feasibility
the scarcely more savage wild hnar
about the newspapers. When
CAN ARCHAEOLOGY.
slon of the United States grand jury ace to property are removed and It
anecis
movement
How
this
farming.
the newspapers are prone to crmthe loca, even the large centers of population In Tombstone last week wnicn win is their duty to their respective com- the possession of the forests of Ger
ha
gi
hamometlmes u,,e In
many ana the forbears of the Spanish
clsm and
of AmeTcm can be gauged from the following edi- long be remembered for Us strenu- panies which they may represent
to have their grandee were hunting the wild enat nf
n
torial In the St. Louis Globe Demo- niiBiieaa and the number of indict Peonle cannot hope
archaeology located In the Old
ment's returned, Deputy United States rates lowered so long as these ob the Pyrenees with wooden spears.
crat:
ace is already ft world famous
In the hnndsomn holldav nnmhar
and aometimes with patronizing
niatrlct: Attorney John C. Forest ar stacles abound. Remove the hazard
Louis
under
In
has
It
St.
work
"A series of lectures
hard to overcome the tution and that the
The and rates will adjust themselves ac of the Santa Fe New Mexican there Is
morning.
home
rived
yesterday
s
feme
Fe
and
opporSanta
attractions
on the practical
thkt perhaps you ought to be- - taken will multiply
was the first cordingly."
ipage Of Pictures Of thn nna-tlm- n
Mecca for tourists and scientists. tunities of agriculture as a business Tombstone grand jury
homes of these primeval New Mexiala all over again.
. .n iw i havo rn-- " The following Interview in the Mexl- - has created an unusually active de one impaneled in the United states
.... ..
cans.
llnlte.1 States District At
Is therefore of mand for tickets, and It la noticea
Tho Outlook says that New Mexico
ceived the welcome which Introduced can HeraJd, recently,
"There are also pages of elegant modtorney Morrison assumed the duties has onlv 230,000 Inhabitants and therenot
are
represented
Interest
classes
only
that
than
more
many
ordinary
pertoday Elves a little hope that
the south-thel- r who have no present knowledge of of his office.
but
In
fore Is not fitted for statehood. The ern homes, but these hold no special
haps 'the newspapers don't carry - In this cityDoctor throughout
this
declared
Forest
"Attnrncv.
Hewett's testimony farming. The impression has become
Outlook's guess is at least forty per interest for us.
pockets all of the public opln- - west and
"These may be seen In any big city.
In the neighbor strong that more money can be made morning that he and Attorney Morri cent too low, but aside from that fact,
Ion, that perhaps the American peo- - as to the conditions
- son
makvocatwo
other
on the soil than in any
had
typewrltlsts busy
somein
more
"Nobody Is compelled to go to Santa
are illuminating iuiu
had
three
states
see
two
of
to
repuDiic
are
liable
througn
ing
only
pie
a more Inir nut Indictments working almost habitant!!, and but few as many, Fe to look at a
or a
of hvnercrltlclsm, something vinclng. Says the Herald, which is tlon and that, in any case,
can De securea iu niiht ant day during the session.
were admitted. No where pretty home.
of hysteria, and something of hypoc- the leading English newspaper pub- comfortable living
were re when they
r
to
indictments
Is
'Seventy-fouaverage
than
open
that
abound
In
witn
way
"They
many places.
in the constitution, is there a limitajshed in the City of Mexico:
risy and to have real sympathy
Six of the persons indicted
The more tnis suDjeci turned.
"But If we want to see how the real
t tt
.i... mn vhn under a considerable
minimum number
j,nnin. nf n,. wage-earner'
11. will
In nionn-flr- i
anlltv. Four Dersons Indicted tion prescribing the
l
more
gain
can.
nlned
the
he
e
the
best
Mexico
New
Is
of
pioneers
Deiore
doing
lived, (and
responsibility
Amercian Archaeology of the
Three of inhabitants necessary
o know hat for smuggling pleaded guilty.
t
Iho.o
but It seems we are going just as soon as we can
They say that sometimes demon- Areha(,oloKica, In8tltme of Amerlca, .uteres among
were sentenced io terms iu state can be admitted,
and, ;intel1l9en-these
of
foresight
prurient
raise
we
the
will
to eo to
have
limitation
price.)
strations are maitumuB.
if there were such a
,.ho ,a 8lopplng Bt tne Uurblde
are necessary In a change the tentorial prison ranging from six that
to believe as I bare said, that
Mexi knowledge
tha minimum needed should not ex Santa Fe.
.outhern
must
A.
ten
months
each.
J.
Mackey
That farming
pay in
your reception today and tonight Is co and Guatemala, where an expedi- of occupation.
"They say there are twenty thouto smuggling ceed the number necessary to entitle
sincere and I am going to take that tion of the Institute is to take the is palpably true. At present prices who pleaded guilty
to one congressman In the congres- sand of these ancient ruins in Santa
a
Is
ooraer,
can
across
Mexican
a
raise
horses
farmer
the
I
as
everything
flattering unction to my soul
Outlook is Fe's backyard, bo to speak.
of the source
field for the Investigation
of sure profit, and with a nionnVri crnlli v and nald a fine of $100 sional apportionment. The
"If properly 'played up and propergo back to Washington and avoid the southern limits of the ancient Maya
ana Manuei also wrong In its insistence that New
in competent
Bernardln
"Alfredo
the
start
fair
business,
newspapers.
no right to statehood. Not ly backed with good hotel accommodathat when I civilization. Dr. Hewett Is accompan- hands, will keep on growing. But a iiinntpnn nleadeH Euillv to being en Mexico has
"Vnn se therefore
- man raised In a city feels that he gaged in the white slave tramc ana onlv have the people a right to state tions andwilla clean city this one
T
In a
t.
'
frame cu "J oijiouu. j.
make this city the Mecca
American has so much to learn In changing to were each sentenced to one year s lm hood, lust as much as the thirteen
Fellow in Central
tut
of mind which made your welcome as
oninnioa haH a rleht to Independence, of the world's most desirable touraud Jesse L, Nusbaum, the farm yard and the plow, and may rvrlRnnment.
balm to my soul and I carry away a archaeology,
ists."
"Amnnir the otnerB inaictea were m but New Mexico was also guaranteed
sense of gratitude that will never de- - expert photographer, both members so easily make a serious mistake In
of the staff of the school.
his choice of location and in his spe- Earl Davis, former bookkeeper and statehood bv the Treaty of Guadalupe
j
part from my memory."
The New Mexican is In receipt of
"When asked about tne wors ana cial purposes, that he Is anxious for w. r. Hanks, former cashier of the Hidalgo, thus placing Its rights above
those of any of the other states not a printed copy of the report of the
THE REPUBLICANS AND THE BEV- -' plans of the School of American more information and to be assured First National bank of Douglas. They
that he will not go wrong at the out- were indicted on several counts, uav formed out of the domain acquired statehood hearing before the Senate
ERIDGE BILL.
Archaeology, Dr. Hewett said:
set.
u ia chnreert with making false en from Mexico. Talking about rotten committee on territories, at which
'i shall be very glad to h.tve you
Under this heading the Roswell
L. Bradford Prince, Hon.
'In pioneer days a farmer went off trios in tha hooks of the bank ana borough states In the west, it Is
noiHater Tribune, expresses liseu inform the people or Mexico auoui
to the rich lands on the edge of the WnnUd is accused of making false nntlnnnhle. that the east has its rotten Chares A. Spless, Hon. Bird IS. Coler,
funds
very senslblv, falling into line with- our institution. This is the fourth,
banks'
the
misanDlvlng
wilderness, made a clearing, built a
borough states too, some of them with Judge N. B. Laughlln, and Arizona
the New Mexican on this same sub- Mhool to - be- established- by the Arch-- pflhln.
hmio-ria favr ftnmdRtln animnla. and making false (reports lo tue comp
spoke on behalf of
population less than that of New Mex- representatives,
' " '
:
"r
Ject. It says:
ecological Institute or America.
the
of
currency.
ico todav. and vet wielding an Im the territories in the matter of the
planted corn and vegetables, and bar- troller
"Great significance attaches to the was created In 1907. Ihe otner tnree tered with neighbors If he chanced
"The United States trial Jury will be mense Influence in the United States railroad bonded Indebtedness of SanRome
ta Fe and Pima counties. The speakaction of the territorial Republican schools are located at Athens,
to raise a surplus. If a city youth imnnnolnrt In Tombstone the third Senate.
ers were often interrupted by pointed
central committee last week in con- and Jerusalem,
wanted to go Into the business he got week (n Anrll.
"
its
The Institute has
headquarters a
Attorney
questions from members of the comference on the statehood situation.
"Denuty United States
as a farm hand and In due
place
of
a
seems
School
Its
There
probability
strong
mittee, which demonstrated that the
The resolutions adopted at that meet- in Washington City.
time took up land for himself. But Fnreat. stated this morning that his
to
dis
American
an
been
has
that
expedition
establish
American Archaeology
Senators
were not entirely uninthe agriculture of the present time Is .aiini rp&Mpncn haa heen
ing were published in full in the Reg- In
Pole
South
In
locate
the
cover
and
New
Mexico,
In
Santa
Fe,
formed In the matter. In some Innot conducted on such simple lines. ed in this city by the attorney general
It was done with pleas- tablished
some
will
start
Antarctic
the
re
will
regions
the
of
of
archaeological
richest
.States.
midst
He
stances, Santa Fe county appeared In
the
The field of si'lectlon has been great- nt thn United
ure as showing what combination
the United States and at ly widened. Specialization In agricul- turn to Tombstone in April to assist time this year. This time it will not rather bad light because It was shown
sane, sensible business men led the district in
and Cook that the
between
race
a
be
Peary
indicted
old
Mexico.
The
of
Old
those
of
the
county had not only failed to
gateway
ture has been extensively developed. in the prosecution
Republican party in New Mexico.
Palace at Santa Fe has But land caicMefetatned cheaply, both last week. He is of the opinion that but a chivalrous contest between Eng- pay the Interest on the railroad
"In direct opposition to the snarls Governor's
Lieutenant
Peary, bonds, but also on other
use of the Improved and unimproved. Where to the smuggling of opium, mescal, Mex- land and America.
bonds,
of the Democratic leaders and press, been turned over for the
museum. This is the settle down, what to grow, how to ican drawn work and other articles with his usual enthusiasm, generous the legality of which has never
the committee In a dignified and un- ' school and Its
of
$10,000
over
check
not
handed
the
will
ly
International
line
the
been
United
This
in
the
failure
to
most
historic
questioned.
and
over
or
the
the
pay
tide
first
building
out
two,
that
year
mistakable manner points
as popular Industries from now given him by the city of New York even the interest on an apparently
Hamilton bill Is preferable and more States, having been the residence how to avoid any waste of means or be
In
achievements,
his
of
recognition
just debt has prejudiced Santa Fe
nec-- , of the governor and seat of authority
labor, are questions that the cautious on as in past years.
just to the territory, but that If
for furthering the American Antarctic county's case not only at Washington
under Spanish, Mexican and American city man wants to solve with reasonWhilst the English will but also in the financial world. The
essary it fully accepts the
exnedltlon.
300 years. It will able certainty)
Nearly every state THE RETIREMENT OF ADJUTANT follow the route of Lieutenant Shack- Beveridge bill, which Is practically rule successively for
authorities end citizens of Santa Fe
GENERAL FORD.
certain to be the one that passes Con- - interest the people of Mexico to know- has agricultural colleges and experielton. which brought him recently county should get together and refund
is to be pre- ment Btatlons and the national bureau
historic
this
that
admin
building
minor
some
to
the
insa
the
a
incoming
tt
ia
the
with
111
miles of
possibly
within
pole,
gress
their legal indebtedness
on a
Is helpful In many letrntion. that Adjutant General R. A
amendments and enlargements as to served forever as a monument w vuo of agriculture
American expedition will take a new basis and then pay the Interest just
and
of the civilization of ways. But regular schools, as a rule, Ford has decided ' for reasons of and
founders
over
All
course
Spanish
like.
recognizing
the
and
Independent
grants
sufficient Into a sinking fund to
United are for the youthful. Many city peo- health and otherwise, to retire witn an entirely
country 1,500 miles
the fact that statehood is a privilege the southwestern part of the
unexplored
liquidate eventually the entire debt.
to ple who are Interested in the subject hi
fhipf from the head of tne Na from that of the English, Consider
and not a right, and that the people States and that it will be devoted
of agriculture are no longer young. tional Guard of the Territory. A man able matters of scientific
as
import
of New Mexico are not In a losltlon the uses of the school which has for If lecturers
It is worthy of comment, that the
can talk to the point on
young in years, he had all tne enmu-in- well as the exploration of new fields completion of the work of
to dictate the terms of the bill, and , it ipurpose the study of the ancient the
marking
subject, and no doubt they can,
nf vnuth and attacked a diffi are anticipated as the results of the
should be ready and willing to accept races of America,
the census .examination papers for
- the resulting
good will be Important
' 'The activities of the school
with such optimism and expedition.
cult
problem
a reasonable though somewhat severe
New Mexico, brings out the fact that
to Canada, the United In many ways."
vim that he has succeeaeu in giving
compromise that will bring statehood ready extend
a greater percentage of the candidates
oiates, Mexico ana veuuai .Uiei.i. HE WAS A JOLLY GOOD FELLOW, New Mexico a militia organization
The Pueblo. Colorado, Chieftain,
In the course of ft very short while.
with the schools
that is meant to wear and not like Republican and fearless, remarks sar- passed la Valencia county than In any
"This Is unquestionably the only ' It seeks to
other county of the territory, and that
BUT.
unto the Pennsylvania State Fenci castically:
sensible view to take of the matter; and Institutions of all these countries
a
Is
to
be
deemed
it
Ah,
great
"jolly Mpa a
every one who passed In that county,
troon that went to pieces
The Instl-tak- e
In fact, the only patriotic one. To in archaeological research.
usually
of
Reviews
Reviews,
"The
It's
fellow"
by
Is a native iborn New Mexican. As a
your companions.
In the strike disturbances
of good
on Arizona-Neany other Is to place the territory tute has a strong department
commenting
sensible,
much better than being a sniveling, yesterday
rule, the papers returned by educated
uenerai
Adjutant
at
Philadelphia.
an
It
have
to
and
Canada
equally
than
ought
j
In the light of disputants rather
statehood, remarks that 'there native born citizens showed
dried up hypocrite who has no Idea
greater
had military experience In times Mexico
no way to mitigate the objec neatness
will
he
as acceptants, and to make enemies strong department of Mexico. There of fun; who finds enjoyment In such Ford
came
this
war
and
and more care as to details
of peace as well as
this
tion nf having four new senators of than did the
and possibly votes against statehood. Is everything to be gained by
or
his
books,
home,
as
things
prosaic
one
company
of
But
average
him to good stead.
.
papers from
The American school 1b or
That there has been so much un-communion with outdoor nature. la lnnklno- to comDlete a regiment of th United States come from com others. In view of, the fact that the
mnnttlpa which have not as vet bred native citizens are
reasonableness in the position of many proud to have on Its managing board But a man has to pay for his fun
of
a
artillery
much
light
battery
maligned on
national statesmen, and which have account
Democrats and other oppositionists two distinguished citizens of Mexico, and boys too and the wrecking of a infantry,
of their alleged backwardness,
with equipment worth iiuu.uuu is to
Chihuahas undoubtedly led to the severity of Governor Enrique C. Creel of
bank at Cambridge, Massachusetts, hp mnsterpil in and steps are now little reason to be proud of those who this
revelation, and It came as a reveMexico
will most eagerly seek the places In
tbis week, discloses that not only the under way to enlist a
the Beveridge bill, and the committee hua and Lie. Manuel Calero of
lation to the
squadron oi cav
of the census,
fellow who Is "Jolly and good" and oirv nr tn mount an tne troops. An Washington." It Is true that it will Is remarkable. supervisor
was extremely wise audi happy In its City.
"'In the beginning of Its work of follows the lure of the red lights, invitation has heen secured and ac probably be many years before New
attitude toward It.
to
met must
"We have read the Beveridge bill research in Mexico the school has
pay, but also those who trusted cepted to attend the maneuvers this Mexico and Arizona will be able
Governor Mills will assume the
and win ee nothing In It to ' with most cordial encouragement him and those who loved him or even fall In California and the esprit d'eorps produce 'national statesmen' of such
from all the officials in charge of the had ambitions for him. Here is the nf iha New Mexico National Guard commanding quality and Btature as reigns of government es chief execuobject to, save In passing to remark
Tlpnpw and Piatt Of NOW tive under the most favorable austhat It ls'hardly Just In the matter of j ancient monuments of the republic. story as the Associated Press dis- has reached a high pitch. Adjutant Qonatnra
Not only has he a
font enmphnw that falls to im pices Imaginable.
-- patches describe a bank looting, not General R. A. Font, in an aaaress nisi. Vnrk
in which New Mexico t e respect, oim aw""
Chieftain as being an objec united Republican party In back of
exshould have the same footing as all for the preservation of your antiqul In maligned New Mexico, but In
...pnlntf and ha la an orator, modest press the
him
but financially, Industrially and
laws clusive,
high-toneMassachusetts, ly disclaimed credit for these achieve- tion to statehood for the present ter
other states that have been admitted ties, and have recently passed
as far as the enforcement of law and
rltories."
to the Union. However, this Is not a for the same purpose In the United whose fitness for statehood Is never ments, but those who knew of the conorder,
the advancement In education
The ancient cities of Mexico questioned, even though the manage dition of the National Guard before
point to haggle over. Our resources States.
and along every line of endeavor are
seem
banks
of
those
of
ment
its
may
queer
know
Its
as
as
and
are
Egypt,
our
money
to
command
steal
to
interesting
he
attend
be
can
assumed
we
It must
easy
are so vast that
concerned, New Mexico was never so
In benighted New Mexico, Judg- condition today, will Insist that a full
from a bank Judging by the almost well off as It Is today. With the dawn
own affairs and prosper exceedingly and It equally well made known to to us
from
as
the
exposure:
will
attract
following
ana
world
U
ing
the
the
be
retiring
credit
mead
eventually
defalcations
renorta
of
of
and
given
as
a
state,
admitted
It once
of statehood In the eastern sky, It Is
We hope that our School
"Coleman, the embezzling bookkeep adjutant general. He certainly has iharia ,w rnatpit pmnlnvps. In fact a
were the practical thing to do to grasp much travel.
certain that the administration of the
was used as a 'good thing' for made the way easy for his successor,
than borrowing last territorial
deal easier
statehood on the plane that we can of American Archaeology may be of er,
good
governor will be a most
some of the men who made his ac- whoever he may be, to bring New
In this resipect.'
some
service
we
what
unstated
bank.
a
leave
from
It,
and
get
money
successful and auspicious ono for the
"Dr. Hewett further states, with re- quaintance," said Lanson Lockhart of Mexico's militia to a still higher level
note
want and things we should have. ,
to
Is
future,
The New Mexican
pleased
"They bled him in the of efficiency.
"The point of submission that many ference to his work In Mexico: 'Dur Cambridge.
that both Postmaster Uenerai frana
But he
manner.
most
I have trav
ForNo governor of New Mexico was ever
of the objectors make such a fuss ing the last few years
Senator
H
and
former
Hitchcock
In was a good loser and never whim
Senator Lodge of Massachusetts, In
about is not serious at all. The Pres- eled and explored in every slate
he would an address before the Newark Board aker regard Arizona's offer to present Inducted into office under more auspiAs
to
well,
pered.
treating
In
most
remote
dis
Mexico
and
the
ident and Congress would have the
them with U. B. senatorsnips as iuu-n- cious circumstances than will be Govof Trade recently showed conclusiveand during all that time I have seldom let anyone else buy.
In New Mexico the dearth of ernor Mills tomorrow. With the promright to pass on the constitution any- tricts
"There used to be grand old times
cause
of
Is
not
treatment
the
most
cordial
the
tariff
tho
met
with
that
ly
linme raised statesmen willing and ise for statehood so bright, with the
how, and it is difficult to see why the
In the rooms of the National City Bank
could
he
that
said
He
the
hands
of
the
at
and
hospitality
prices.
fitted to go to the Senate, does not Republican party united and harmonprivilege should not be specifically
after the closing hour. The doors of high
no one else could without
ious, with the Territory in the best
.ha an small a to necessitate
stated. The constitution Is going to Mexican people.
to the public at not, and
I the bank were shut
has Bppm tn
what
to
"'From
say
laborious
Chihuahua
Guatemala,
investigation,
New
of
forests for shape possible, financially, industrialInto
be all right. The citizenship
3 o'clock In the afternoon.
a
neighboring
After
that
Journey
in
Increased the cost of living, but the
Mexico Is for the most part sane, have traveled on horseback and
senatorial timber. New Mexico will ly and from every other aspect, and
hour the boys would drop In. Fre
has not. Cotton Is on
I have found the
home men who will compare fav with a man of such talent, force of
a woman was there, and I un tariff certainly
elpct
patriotic and intelligent, and the perfect safety.
quently
it lg not controlled by
otUefr women the free list,
with the moneybags that many character and Judicial poise as Govcharter they submit will be based up- people everywhere orderly and
derstand,
occaslonajlly
orably
adhas
cotton,
I have never yet seen a
on the scientific principles of good
would pay a friendly visit. The boys any trust, and yet,
of
the
neighboring states, be they ernor Mills Is acknowledged to be,
Petro1899.
84
on any of the ha- would sit around while Coleman was vanced
points since
Democratic or Republican, send to at the head, the lines of New Mexigovernment without the malforma- servant
list
free
on
Is
the
also
the upper houBe as a matter of course. co have fallen Into pleasant places.
tions of the Oklahoma document. It ciendas and the contentment of the adding up the columns of his books, leum, which
has adnotice- Sometimes
the monotony would be and la controlled by a trust
will not evade such regulatory meas- common people is everywhere
New Mexico is not Nevada nor is It
ten
years.
33
In
the
last
points
varied by stunts with the boxing vanced
ures as the new state will most need. able.
Already 42 per cent of the taxes
Arizona.
and
"
I
no
Is
have
which
highly protected
patience gloves. Earl, the cashier, seemed to Sugar
'Naturally
for 1909 have been collected In this
They are a matter of citizenship, In
declined
truBt
has
a
Is
controlled
with
such misrepresenta- enjoy these greatly. He would sit
by
Territory although the second fifty
which no .party has the monopoly and whatever
There was a great hue and cry by per cent does not fall due until June
who allege
Democratic and Republican delegates tions and fraud which have been back in his chair and clap his hands 10 points. Those therefore
territorial in
the
Democrats
when
the
are
trusts
and
tariff
American
that
the
the
offhand
1910. Never before in the history
for
written
recently
together and laugh with glee. Some
alike will see that they are embodied.
The 1,
the cause of high prices are speaking surance department was created.
of the Territory were taxes collected
Neither can there be any proper ques- press. It Is an outrage on the peo- times there was singing,
tnat
derlvea from
aepari so
It
"One of the familiar features of the without knowledge of evem primary revenues
closely and bo Impartially as at
tion of the final accomplishment of ple and government of Mexico and
mont. will this year nut J36.000 Into
present. Why should not the Republistatehood In a year, even though It Is a great humiliation to the peo- gatherings was a bottle of whisky facta.
withand
that
territorial
the
treasury
can officials be given credit for this
reposed under
entails the holding over of territorial ple of tho United States that any which generally
of Insurance.
The press which playB considerable out Increasing the cost
as desk. Next to that comes the ques
evidence of excellent financial manofficials and such like. We have been such statements should be taken
Is
when
comparea
fact
trivial
this
But
In
otherwise
tions of what became of the money. of a part politically and
views.
are now agement?
that
waiting so long for statehood that a representing their
with
the
safeguards
well
representbe
will
"'The people of Mexico are pro- The explanation Is comparatively sim- New Mexico,
little delay does not matter. It is
the business, the proed at the Inauguration and will carry thrown about
The "Statehood Edition" of the Alas Is good for any ple, but alive with human Interest.
a
wild cat Insurance
simply up to us to act In the spirit gressing as rapidly
tection
from
of
the
to
ends
all
the
furnish
women
the
of mystery
good tidings
"Two
out their
and fnka insurance schemes buquerque Tribune Citizen on Satur1b
exemplified by the territorial Repub- nation. They are working
one
that
good
Cam
governor
first
the
When
motive,
territory
of the su day was very creditable and gave a
lican central committee, and If we do, destiny In the most natural way and possible
and Boston police began their being succeeded by another good one that the strict supervision anoros mo good Idea of the progress and pros-parit- y
the recognition we have been working no thoughtful person can doubt that bridge for Coleman
all Is right and auspicious perintendent of insurance
and
that
the
search
adopted
they
enof the Territory,
for a half a century will shortly be at the result will be a great and
people of the Territory,
first idea that comes to the minds of with the commonwealth.
lightened people.' "
hand."
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PAGE TWO.

1910.

PRESIDENT TAFT AND THE NEWSPAPERS.
that
regret
The New Mexican
President Taft is bitter towards the
newspapers as a class and has given
public expression of that bitterness.
The provocation, no doubt, has been
mind
great, for it takes a calloused
and conscience not to wince under
the
unjust newspaper criticism, but
attitude of the President toward the
his
press is somewhat to blame for
discomfort and discomfiture. On the
the
when
other hand, the day is past
people acclaim and the partisan
throws up his hat every time the President does or says anything. The peoeven the
ple look to the motive, and
strict partyman likes to know the
reasons and dares to dissent if the
reason does not satisfy him. Hence
public criticism, hence insurgency,
hence smashing of Presidential legislative programs.
The President of the United States
and all other officials must nowInto
the
take
people
adays
their confidence and there Is only one
way to reach them and that Is through
the newspapers. President Taft has
not done this; by this time he realizes hia mistake and the New Mexican hopes, that as soon as the bitterness is worn off, that he will profit
The omission was not intenby It.
was
it
temperamental.
tional,
the
made
Roosevelt
President
for good
an
instrument
newspapers
government, a vehicle for Informing
the public of his plans, of his motives,
of his aims, did not disdain to write
for them, and in consequence, even
though his acts were severely criticized, his motives were seldom questioned, the public began to accept as
a fact his sincerity, and approved of
did
The journalists
his frankness.
their best to stir the public imagination in favor of Roosevelt and today,
Roosevelt, perhaps, no greater than
Taft, is the most beloved and most
admired American in the entire world.
In New Mexico, a similar example
of the right and the wrong attitude
toward newspapers has been given In
late years. Herbert J. Hagerman, endowed with every element for success,
a brilliant scholar, an experienced
well
diplomat, wealthy, polished,
meaning, disdained the newspapers,
held himself aloof from "mere" reporters, kept away from the rabble.
From the start he was therefore misunderstood and misjudged, his administration drifted from failure to fail
ure, his acts Tire misinterpreted because he did not know what Governor Curry knows so well, that the way
to gain the sympathy of the people
Is to let them judge of his motives
for themselves by explaining his ac
tions to the newspaper representatives. In fact, Curry went farther, the
newspapers often knew long before
his closest friends, what action he in
tended to take, and being thus Informed, they did not misinterpret his acts
for they Judged these by what they
knew
would follow and they ex
plained that his actions were but the
logical working out of a plan for the
public good.
President Taft has been on the
bench. Newspapers and the public are
slow to criticise the bench; they ex
pect a judge to hold himself aloof
from the common run of humanity,
but they will not forgive this aloof
ness on part of an executive or even
an administrative official.
They pay
the salaries, they provide the means
on
the
for carrying
government, officials owe to them their position and
therefore the public has a right to
know the why and wherefore of each
Important action, not only the formal,
official reason, but the human mainspring of It. The Judge on the bench
In handing
down a decision goes
learnedly into the matter, in bis opinion he makes the facts square with
the law, every one has access to the
opinion, no further explanation Is
seeded, and the public generally is
satisfied. The executive officer, owes
it to himself and the public to be
equally as careful in giving an opinion, that will square his acts with ex
alted motives, but the only way he
can impart this opinion to the public,
whose servant he is, Is through the
The newspapers, as a
newspapers.
rule, are eager to serve, to explain
for others; they can be made the
greatest power for good on part of
officials and government, they need
but be given the opportunity. Officials need not have any secrets from
them, for the newspaperman who Is
trusted will not betray them. Much
of the grief of the present administration, from the Balllnger-PIncho- t
fight,
down to the most recent complaint
of the President himself, Is due to the
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Ished and restrained; that the blind,
the deaf and dumb, the insane,' and all
the unfortunate, the afflicted, and the
helpless who are unable to do for
themselves, may be cared for ac
cording to the humane and beneficial
OF GOVERNOR WILLIAM
practices which characterize our modern civilization. Every member ot the
community, from the lowest to the
He Defines His Position on Such Momentous Questions or highest shares in these benefits ac
cording to his needs and condition In
the Day as Statehood, a State Constitution, Taxalife.
That
So
"Therefore It Is not only a fundation, Good Roads, Unequivocally
mental principle of poltlcal economy,
Every Citizen May Know Where
but the dictate of common justice and
He Stands.
',i , common sense as well, that the burden
of these expenses, thus Incurred for
adbenefited by my
the benefit ot all, should be borne by
been
has
Fellow
rltory
and
Gentlemen
and
"Ladles
some just
ministration, then I shall be satisfied, all, on terms of equality, In
Citizens of New Mexico:
and will not regret the care, labor and proportion to the rights, interests and
In
the
custom
and
"It Is a time honored
responsibility which I must give to property which are thus benefited
United States for every one who the new and untried duties which I protected. Hence, the underlying prinis Inducted into the office of governor
have but now entered upon.
ciple governing the raising of revenue
of a state or territory, to make an inYou of course understand that In for public purposes must be that of
In a
can
he
so
that
entire comaddress,
augural
my administration I am governed by equality throughout the
manner outline the policy of his ad- (the
on tne statute munity. With all kinds of excise or
now
laws
ministration. I shall follow this well books, and mat mey cauuui ou HcenBe taxes, this is easily attained.
shall
taxes upnigh universal rule and today
changed except by act ot con- But it Is In regard to direct
say a few words to you, explaining gress or by the legislature, the on property that questions and differof
sort
what
what I desire to do and
next session of which, in the ordinary ences of opinion and practice most
a government I shall endeavor to give course of events, will not convene un often arise. These necessarily depend
to the neople of this great territory, til
January, 1911. I believe our laws upon the valuation placed upon prop
which I hope is very soon to be a might be bettered by the enactment erty for purposes ot taxation. As to
state, and of which I expect to be the of some new ones which seem to me this, there is but one safe, sound and
"
last territorial governor.
"
'
desirable and also by the repeal ot Just rule, and that is uniformity of
V- t :;
valuation for similar kinds and classes
It Is needless for me to Bay that I some of those now in force.
si . t
J.,
"But whatever the laws are or may of property, everywhere In the terri
deenly appreciate the very cordial re
A property owner In one coun
ception which the large number of be during my term of office, It will be tory.
a
citizens of New Mexico, who are as my aim, insofar as It is in my power ty should not pay a greater, or less,
on an acre
sembled here today, have given me,
and incumbent upon me as governor, tax upon a horse, a cow, or
a norse,
to see that they are enforced honestly, of land, than the owner of
"You are doubtless aware that
was not a candidate for the position vigorously and without fear or favor. cow, or acre of land, of equal value,
should one
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
GOVERNOR
of chief magistrate of the territory, In this endeavor I hope and expect in any other county. Nor
at
and that the office came to me most to receive the hearty support of the kind of property be assessed
(Inaugurated Today.)
or a less proportion of its
unexpectedly, and without solicitation good people of New Mexico, regard- greater,
actual and reasonable value, than any
on my Dart or on the part of any of my less of party or other affiliations.
Tribute to Taft.
ticut legislature and was a member of friends. On November 24th, ot last
The New Governor.
f8
He
1882.
state senate In 1881 and
"President Taft whom I honor and
1
year, I was busily engaged in holding
William Joseph Mills, who today be- the
in 1885, a term of the district court in San respect for his purity of character and not only to establishing this ruin oil
came to New Mexico
ot
ana taxation, dui aiso oi
came governor of the Territory
opening a law office at Las Vegas Miguel county, my home county, which unrlght life, has always made a mark assessment,
New Mexico, was born In Yazoo City, where he lived until 1893, return- I deeply love, and was In fact trying ed success in all that he has under ensuring Its faithful enforcement by
his a criminal case, when I received a takenas district attorney of Hamil those charged with tne assessment
Miss., January 1, 1849. His father ing to New Haven Just prior to
to the New Mexico telegram from the secretary of the In- ton county, Ohio; as solicitor general and levying of taxes, in every county
was William Mills ot Virginia, and his appointment
Chief Justice Mills, Just be- terior at Washington, saying that the of the United States; as United States In the territory.
mother Harriet Beale of Philadelphia, bench.
"As the government of a communhad served as president had instructed him to ask if judge; as governor of the Philippine
Pa. Judge Mills' father died when the fore his appointment
office of governor Islands; as secretary ot war, ana in ity is but the agent of all the people,
the
I
Mexico
would
New
accept
of
the
to do collectively those
judge was but a child, and his mother
Association and Is a member of o!i New Mexico, and requesting an im the various other offices which he has appointed
cannot
then moved to Connecticut, and there Bar association at present.
mediate answer. As I had no lightning In the past been called upon to fill, and things which from their nature
tho
married William H. Law. Judge
was not aware that my I predict he will In the future be class- be done by the people Individually, it
'
rod
and
out,
scholar
a
fine
He is
literary
Mills attended private school and
for the ed as one of the great presidents of follows that the Bame prudence and
at the name was being considered
to be observed
by
graduated from the Norwich Free and hlB eulogy pronounced
the inquiry almost took me olt the republic, for he is giving our coun economy ought
place,
Association
Bar
upon
the
of
Law
entrusted with the raising and
meeting
Academy, as also from the Yale
my feet, or rather off the judicial try a safe, sane, wise ana nonesi aa those
was
D.
H.
the
was
that
McMillan,
Ho
1877.
the
late Judge
wool-sacschool In the class of
on which all Judges, by the ministration, not going beyond the law spending of public revenue,
married January 14, 1885, to Alice a classic gem of oratory. His Inaugur- common law, are supposed to Bit when or outside ot the limitations imposed careful and Intelligent citizen would
forciuse of his
not
was
a
al
Conn.
address
only
today
in trying either criminal or upon him by the constitution. He has practice In regard to the
Waddingham, at West Haven,
also engaged
Is to say, no more
After his graduation from Yale Law ble declaration of principles, but Gov.
civil cases, and I was, for a time, at a the right to expect that I will render own funds. That
be demanded from the
loss what reply to make, but figura such assistance as I can, m my hum revenue should
school, he practiced In New Mexico a polished literary production.
Is necessary for the le- fine
I pulled myself to ble way, to make his administration a people than
and New Haven, Conn., until ap- Mills Is a man of dignified and
speaking,
tively
even the
cannot do so, then ultimate purposes of tne government,
gether and wired that I would accept success, and if I
pointed chief Justice of the supreme appearance and Impresses
and economically adminiscourt of the territory by President casual acquaintance as a man of that or any other office, or fight In the it is my duty to resign, and if I do honestlyTaxes
and assessments should
tered.
He ranks as a
removed
should
be
attainments.
I
He
not
then
1898.
and
that
do
If
splendid
the
31,
parts
president
on
January
private,
McKlnley
to alnot
known
Is
only
his
and
personally
twice
been
reappointed
has
every business man, attorney
present term would have expired next mostofficial
In the territory but his acA son, Wilson W., is a and
January.
Presistudent at Yale. A daughter, Madeline, quaintanceship Is national and
dent Taft Is known to be especially
still In her teens, is at home.
impressed with him and has implicit
Governor Mills had seen
and
latlve service before coming to New confidence In his statesmanship
of
Mexico and is also a successful busi- integrity. He Is an active member
a
ness man. He represented New Hav-e- n the Episcopal church and has
In the lower house of the Connec charming family circle.
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GOVERNOR GEORGE CURRY,
Successful Administration Ended Yesterday.)

to
empire, nlzes that we are fully qualified
these'
of state.
of
roads, although bui.tassume the responsibilities
two thousand years ago, are still in nooa ana mat iae euauuug
ondltl
and todaT bear silent recently passed the House of Repreto tim
toaMmnn
rpatnoBa of their sentatives without a dissenting vote,
builders. Of course, in New Mexico, will Boon pass the senate, possibly
with some modifications and receive
we cannot build such highways
the conquerors and masters ot the the approval of the president. ener"We have the wealth and the
known world deemed necessary, nor
people among us who
do we need them, aa the railroads getic
our vast natural resour
largely take their place and do the will develop
ces and make New Mexico in a few
major portion of the work of transporthe galtation, but our country roads, the years, one of the greatest in
short roads between the several axy of states.
While we are ready and willing to
towns, need improvement
"Since the advent of the automo- assume the burdens and responsibiliwill be cast upon us when
bile, the cry for good roads Is heard ties which
to real
from one end of tne land to the oth- we become a state, we ought
which we
er. I believe In good roads, and favor ize that it is a step upon
without
nor
the improvement of the highways in should not enter lightly
when once we
the territory so far as it can possibly grave deliberation, for
these burdbe done. The greater part of the work are taken into the Union,
cannot be set
however, must be done by the several ens and responsibilities
so long as the United States excounties, as there are not enough con aside
victs to answer the demand for tnis ists as a nation.
"President Taft was absolutely right
class ot labor. I will, however, prom
which he delivered at
ise that the territory will assist in in the address
caution-ine- r
Albuquerque last October, in
the work, so far as it properly can,
us to be very careful In all the
"A ereat deal of credit should De
which we must take
given to the citizens of Las Vegas and preliminary steps
Santa Fe, who, In a perloa oi nara
times, conceived the idea ot building
the scenic highway between those two
prosperous towns with the assistance
It was a good idea
of convict labor.
and has spread, and today several ot
the Btates are employing tneir prisoners In this way.
"The building of roads Is a class of
work which to my mind does not enter into competition with honest labor, while at the same time it helps
the convict by giving him healtful
outdoor work, and shortens the term
if he conducts
of his imprisonment,
himself properly.
"The act of the legislature passed in
1905, projecting and establishing the
Camino Real, to be an extension of
the scenic highway, through New
Mexico along the general route of the
historic Santa Fe trail and perma
nent highway for rural and tourist
with
and
transportation,
travel
i
branch roads extending Into every
county, Initiated a work of great meryv&L. BRADFORD PRINCE.
it which will be ot lasting benefit to
.,
all our neople.
Who Delivered the Historical Address
"I believe this work should be
at the Bent Unveiling.
of
before our admission to the Union.
pushed to completion by the use
CAPITOL OF THE TERRITORY AT WHICH INAUGURAL EXERCISES TOOK PLACE.
A Sane Constitution.
convict labor where possible, and by
ot all the
tho united
"We must elect our best men-- men
not be devised simply to show how counties.
of experience and affairs, as delethought that by so doing I could best from office.
we are. Enough should be raised
"In carrying on this work, and lra gates to the convention which is to
assist In making his administration a "So It is with those serving under rich our
to
no
more.
roads
actual needs, and
nrnvlnir nnd constructing
me. I expect ana leei tnai i nave iue for
frame the act under which the new
success.
of surplus revenue is connect the outlying mining, agricul state of New Mexico shall live, so
"You know what followed. The right to require the cordial and earn The presence
the
to
with
a
districts
extravagance,
ot all always temptation
tural and grazing
that our constitution may be as nearpresident sent my name to the senate, est Bupport and
to find ways railroad stations, to and from which
man
ly perfect as the fallibility of
the committee on territories consider- territorial officers and the subordi- for It is human nature
when it is in sight, and they may transport their products and will permit it to be. Let us make a
ed it favorably at their first meeting nates whom they select. Unless the to spend money
so If it is money turnished by supplies, I think some definite plan safe and sane constitution, a constiand I was confirmed on December zu, support of these officials, unless all doubly
out the some one else. Therefore, if the taxes should be adopted to secure uniform- tution which will insure us good gov1909, but ten days after the president work in harmony to carry
a surplus ity and permanence of construction, ernment of the state, but which Is algeneral plan of government, any ad- are at any time producing
nominated me.
our
I in the treasury of the territory, or of The work should not be undertaken so flexible enough to answer
and
a
failure
must
be
the
ministration
that
without
'It goes
saying
I do not Intend any county, beyond Its actual and sporadically here and there, but each needs as we grow In wealth and popunotice
that
now
was
senate
gratigive
the
of
action
prompt
to be a failure, If present needs, the rate of taxation section or division Bhould be woruea lation, which is certain to come to us
fying to me. Of course I had no rea- my administration
until completed. It quickly.
should be promptly reduced.
BvntpniRtlrallv
son to apprehend that I would not be I can help It.
will be one of my aims to secure the
Improve Public 8chool System.
Taxation.
"For one, I do not favor a constituconfirmed, for during the twelve years
"It Is my purpose to use every perfection of such a plan and begin tion which contains much legislation,
that I have been chief justice of the
"One of the most Important func- effort in my power to aid and assist work upon it.
but care must he exercised to so frame
supreme court of New Mexico, It has tions of government Is the raising of In the betterment of our schools, both
"The great question, however, which
been my endeavor to decide every revenue for the payment of its ex- the common schools and the
it as to secure an absolutely fair Juand
higher concerns New Mexico as a whole,
case which has come before me strict penses. These expenses are necessary, institutions
diciary, for after all Is sold and done,
of
end
are
one
which
sit In which the people from
of learning,
although the Judiciary is the weakest
ly according to what I believed the if organized government is to exist. uated in the territory. The advance In the
interare
other
to
the
territory
branches ot
law applicable to it to be. in aoing They are incurred for the common our educational
of the great
sisterthe
to
the
our
admission
is
system,
during
ested,
this. I have been obliged to decide good. They are provided In order that
government, still It la the shield and
Is something of which hood of states.
few
past
years,
many cases against my best friends.- the lives and property of our citizens we may well be
buckler which protects the poor and
Statehood for New Mexico.
proud but there is
but I am glad to say that notwitn- may be protected; that our rights of still room
the well to do, the strong and the
have been askwe
for
"For
Improvement,
great
years
many
of
standlng such adverse decisions, they governor has the earnest and united and I for
it weak, from the avarice end greed
be satisfied ing for statehood, claiming
that
not
shall
one,
know
are still my friends, for they
person and property may be safe- until in our remote rural districts ev- was promised to us under Article IX those who would take advantage ot
cases
intheir
according
that I decided
It even protects the people
guarded, and controversies that
"child has the opportunity of ac of the trenty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, them.
to what I believed the law to be. Hav evitably arise concerning them may ery
a good common school educa which article contained the provision from the executive and legislative
quiring
In
that
heart
know
I
my
and
done
this,
ing
be adjudicated In an orderly
tion. In our large towns and cities the that the territories 'shall be incorponothing ot moment could honestly be peaceful way; that crime may be pun- - schools
(Continued on Page Six.)
compare very favorably with rated into tho Union of the Unitsaid against me, and I cared not what
those of the older and more densely ed States, and bo admitted at the prop
was said that was not true, nor do I
conpopulated states, so our efforts must er time, (to be Judged by tne
care tpday.
now be directed to devising some gress of the United States) to the enAim of Administration.
mean9 by which education shall be1 joyment ot all the rights of citizens of
"I am assured that I take up the
extended to the scattered settlements the United States.'
duties of the office of governor under
which are situated In our mountains
"Up to the present session the law
much more favoruble auspices than
and on our plains, far removed from making power 1ms never Judged that
did my honored predecessor, Goverrailroads and the usual routes of the proper time had arrived, although
nor Curry, whose record as chief extravel. Until tlie younger generation for ninny years New Mexico, in popu-Iand
ecutive has been most creditable
these outlying districts have the hitlon, wealth nnd development, his
whom I am proud to be able to call
exceeded the standard accepted
advantages which all American chil-jfii- r
reins
the
assumed
he
When
mv friend.
of ncqulrlng In' the confess in the admission ot
have
dren should
torn
was
the
not
is
territory
of government,
many of the older states,
knowledge, 'our school system
"Ever slnco Its organization as a
what It should be,
by factions and feeling ran nign,
while today, if I am able to Judgo by
"Tho public school system so gener- - territory the people of Now Mexico
tho articles which have appeared in
nl In tho United States has made us have in every possible way, both In
the newspapers and from tho almost
what wo are as a nation, and that of times of war and in times of pence,
letters
numberless
telegrams and
New Mexico must be extended and shown their devotion to the flag and
and
rich
tho
which I have received from
Improved so that no state shall stand their loyalty to the government of
live
who
and
low,
poor and from high
ahead of us in Bupplylng means by United States, and they have earned
In all parts of the territory, congratuwhich an education can be acquired. tho right to participate In the benefits
of full citizenship,
Advocates Good Roads.
lating me on my appointment and pro"Notwithstanding the handicap of a
"One of the morked characteristics
mising me their support in my efforts
to give the territory a conservative
of a high Btnte of civilization is the territorial form of government, how
ot
means of communication from one ever, we have steadily progressed In
and wise administration, the term
center ot population to another. The developing our resources, In extend
my incumbency of the high office to
be
will
which I have been appointed
Roman Empire, which, in the zenith ing our system of education, and new
a .pleasant one, nnd whon I lay down
of its power and greatness was the railroads and new Irrigation enterpristhe trust, which has boon confided to
ru'or ot tho civilized world, construct- es are opening up millions upon milGOVERNOR BENT,
A. B. RENEHAN,
ATTORNEY
a
ns
ot
the
if
the
territory
people
me,
connecting Its lions of acres ot our fertile lands to
ed great highways
Thle
Unveiled
Was
Portrait
Presented the Bent Portrait on
Whose
Who
to
Is
It
and
for
please
cultivation.
in
trade
and
impossible
so
settlement
that
whole,
towns and cities,
Behalf of the Capitol Custodians.
Afternoon In the Council Chameveryone shall think that I have tried
tercourse could readily be had between
"Today I believe the congress recogber at the Capitol,
to do what Is right, and that tho ter'
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later Judge of the first Instance In the
Judge William H. Pope.
(From New Mexican of November 25, Philippine Islandes, where he first
came under the personal notice of
1909.)
Santa Fe. claims Chief Justice Wil- President Taft, who has a high opinliam H. Pope as Its own and does so ion of Judge Pope's character and
with a great dregree ot affection. It attainments.
lias seen him develop almost from
Upon his return from the Philipboyhood although when he came here pines, in 1903, Judge Pope was aphe was already a member of the bar
an associate Justice of the
and had been In partnership with such pointed
was
veterans as former Secretary of the New Mexico supreme court and
the
Interior Hoke Smith in Georgia, which reappointed In 1907. Some of
New
is Judge Pope's home state and also moBt scholarly opinions in .the from
that of his wife. Local residents re- Mexico reports of late years areInvalucall many incidents in Judge Pope's his pen. Judge Pope has done
In
career; how he delivered a Fourth of able scrvlcejor this commonwealih
various capacities, notably as a memJuly oration in the plaza shortly after
of ber of the board that had charge of
coming here, doing so on the spur
the moment, the orator selected for the rebuilding of the capitol.
The chief Justice Is a property ownthe day having become ill suddenly.
Roswell
All who remember the Incident agree er both at Santa Fe and at
and takes a live interest in the progthat he made a splendid address.
Another resident recalled how, as ress of the commonwealth and Its peoindulged in
assistant district attorney In the pros- ple. Some speculation is continue
to
ecution of the Chaves murder trials, whether Judge Pope will
he made a brilliant address which was make his headquarters as chief justiceto
go
cut short by a hemorrhage brought on at Roswell or whether he will seems
Las Vegas, but general opinion
by overwork.
honor
have
the
Roswell
will
to
be that
Chief Justice Pope Berved as assistnext
ant in the office of the attorney gener--! of being the headquarters of tho
was
apchief Justice ot tne territory,
al of the territory and later
pointed assistant to the U. S. attorney
NO SUBSTITUTE.
for the court of private land claims,
for Foley's
Accent no substitute
where he gave evidence of a scope of
onev and Tar, It is the best and
learning and of judicial poise that
to
his
repunot
Bafest for coughs, colds, throat and
only
added materially
tation, but also to the success with mng troubles. Contains no opiates
which the court disposed of Its task. nnd no harmful drugs. Remember
It was In recognition, of this work the name, Foley's Honey and Tar, and
Sold by
no substitutes.
that Judge Pope was appointed U. S. accept
s
ft Co.
for the Pueblo Indians and
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orchestra had dlod away and the hist
YEARS OF permitted to lag under the Hagerman
with regard to particulars and details THREE
HUNDRED
sound of gliding daintily slippered
administration and lutcly again taken INAUGURAL
that It is necessary to speak.
WAITING.
AND
RECEPTION
feet had been heard, It was high
is
L. up by the Curry administration,
"There are two bills to which our
The address of
time for the lights to be turned out
attention has been drawn a bill Bradford Prince delivered yesterday pushed to completion as it ought to
as
Old Sol was showing threatening
which was introduced In the House afternoon at the unveiling of Cover-an- d bo, he will have earned the permaBALL A BRILLIANT
signs of competition in the llluminary
which has passed the House, and nor Bent, the flrst civil governor of nent gratitude of the commonwealth
line, away over in the east.
the bill introduced in the Senate and tne American Togime, Incidentally and its people.
In conclusion, Governor Mills spoke
NSW MEXICAN PMNTHM COM
which la before this committee. One brough to mind the long time of prepa-o- f
of the coming of statehood and adOFFICIAL FAMILY
PAMY,
the things which attracts particu-- ration that New Mexico has had to fit
More Than 1,500 People Shook Hands With Governor and CURRY'8
vised the adoption of a safe and sane
GATHER AROUND BANQUET.
lar attention in the Senate bill ia in it for statehood. Massachusetts looks
Mrs. Williams J. Mills and More Than 300 Attended
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
regard to what may be considered back with prldo upon the Pilgrim FattiBafeKuard7for ha Protection of
(Continued From page One)
Editor and President
public Mantis and the nro ect Ion o
special safeguards thrown around the era who landed at Plymouth Rock.
the Ball at the Palace Hotel Decorations and
e
FRANK P. 6TURGES,
constitution, it. methods o, approval. Virginia points with pride to th.
nt
of Insurance
Lighting Effects Were Magnificent Members of
perlntendent
Jacobo
which are a little different from the founders of Jamestown, New ork will
ln
ker d8cl08eB
,h
Chavez, who pointed out the financial
in Charge Showered With Praise.
ordinary ones. Let me say that we ever permit posterity to forget the
Committee
his
h,
a- benefit to the territory derived from
accept with great pleasure anytb
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
early daya 0f New Amsterdam De
ambmon ,g t nand down w , chu.
that can be done In hat way which ware ,Bd Pennsylvania glorify the dren
establishing the department of Insur8oreUry-TrMurname
ulltarn,6hed
Mills
J.
Mrs.
the
Hon.
William
because
and
of
tickets
many
simply
will insure the perfection of a const!ance, saying that this year it would
,,,
,,
,.,
.
8t Wilmington,
n
Sw., whoonea,,,tleil
formally received the congratulations lack of room.
contribute $36,000 to the territorial
tution. it is we who are to live under
IlnM' ,hBt
of the eastern states j,ong ng
hew
of
March
fettered M Second Clu Matter Kt the constitution, and we want the and overy
the
nnd
of
citizens
wishes
Begins.
.
good
revenues.
,,
,.
rhnrsh the imme, 0f their pioneers. ..,,.
)n.
lb IuU T Postotfiw.
At ?1 minutes. past 10 o'clock, tho
Terlrtory of New Mexico of which Mr.
very best constitution we can possl- - Ypt none of iil(.m can 1)0lnt to such
District Clerk Frank W. Sheoron
augural, tho people and the press will Mills became governor at a reception Inaugural ball began, for It was at, that
which
will
and
have,
bly
everything
said that when Governor Curry ar
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
early or romantic beginnings as New bo with you!
of
citizens
exMrs.
the
an
Governor
honor
hour
look
ln
the
of
formation
toward
nnd
their
given
by
Mills,
began
historic
I 28
Mexico. Behind tho early
rived, he with others stood aloof for a
ally, per week, by carrier
cellent constitution is something that
Santa Fe at the Palace hotel from 8 to the march. Mrs. Mills carried a grace- while to
see what faction he would
period, which Is older than that of any WHY THE CAPITAL SHOULD 8TAY 10 o'clock Inst
Colly, per month, by carrier.... 1.00 Is desirable.
And
at
10:21
ful
red
of
Btemmed
bouquet
night.
7P
long
definite
a
of the thirteen colonies, lies
HERE.
Dally, per month, br mall
array lihnself with what attitude he
ball which was roses, which
were
led
the
much
the
admired.
"It
remembered
that
be
Inaugural
they
may
some
109
which
The question of the capital of the
would take toward the Republican
Dally, three months, by mall....
prehistoric period during
Mexico nave mm more of
4.00 people in .
stin existing In stnto of New Mexico Is not a burning attended by over 300 people and which Those with partners quickly fell into party, only to be convinced as were so
Oally, alx month, by mall
the jo,,,,,,,,,,!,
line
6 o'clock tills morning.
and
with
lasted
around
in
until
constitution
7.60
mail
luaKing
marched,
they
experience
But
on
one
flourished.
It
founded
and
at
br
should
were
year,
Pally,
present. If possible,
many others, that the broad statesthan any other Biate; I tlilnk I need day
The artlsllcs decorations, the daz pieasuratiie anticipation stamped on
CVaalrlv. nr month.....
only to the long line of gov- - be kept ln the background for Bonie
manship of Governor Curry' would
.. .75 not say In the United States, but In referring
Waeklr. rer ouarter
at least. Not that Santa Fe is zling lighting effects and the attention their faces. As the grand march be- strengthen the Republican
who have had administrative
ernors
years
party as it
100 the world. Within the range of a life- charge of New Mexico in historic nfrnld of losing tho capital. In fact, to every detail by the members of the gan Morrison's orchestra struck up had not been for
Weekly, all month
many
years. He
time they have had five constitutional
Prince said thnt there if the question were to be put to a committees In charge, made the recep- "Tho Fighting Hope" tune, and the pledged unwavering
Governor
(Vkly, per year
times,
support to GoverThe Weeklr New Mexican Review conventions, and the constitutions
of them under the Snan- - vote today, the chances of the capital tion and ball ono of the most brilliant rich tones ot the bass viol and the nor Mills.
nro flftv-ftv.
the oldest newspaper in New Mex-V- they have formed have ln every case Ish rule, sixteen under the Mexican remaining here would be much strong-- 1 ever held ln the city of Santa Fc, stirring notes of the cornet, sent a
National Guard's Progress,
been exceedingly good, something of
Goveronr Mills expressed his ap thrill through every one In the room.
ten years hence. But
It I lent to every postoffleetn which
Ameri- - et
...
I am not ashamed and sonic- - rule nne a Pueblo and twenty,.
And Now the Dance,
Adjutant General Ford spoke with
die Territory and has a large and
preciation of the affnlr In his honor
W
And
all.
'
in
ninety-twduring
"
which
can
Intel-agething
hardly be criticised. on
s
The march over, the dance was on, emphasis and convincingly,
rowing circulation amour th
thnan vMr.' New Mexico has been formative period of the new state nnd was visibly pleased at the
referring to
and procresalT people of the I hold In myi. hand the constitution a
would be detrimental, It would have
renionstartlon of nffection for the first number on the program being his resignation as
mere
wtrc
prownce.
In
prior
peiious,
Mexico
in
adjutant general InNew
the
prepared
year
-execunew
Southwest
"Heart's
New
chief
i,,nn
Mexico's
The
waltz.
a
him,
Courageous,"
wnen
in the American occuDation.
n,.
icco
i,ii, i,no i,., ...,i.
,DI" w0"'d do untold harm to the en tive.
dance cards were hurriedly distribut- cidentally. He showed that, the great
nii.innniioiirfh
naa
greater tire commonwealth.
ceded to be one of the best constltu- - this
The
and they were eagerly sought for progress made by the National Guard
The
ed
THURSDAY, MARCH 3, 1910.
following
Reception.
this
It
All
has today.
ilons ever formulated In the country, autonomy than
reasons therefore,
why Santa Fe
Long before 8 o'clock, the hour set souvenirs as well as to use for the oc was due to the interest and the knowle have been through It line by lino, long line of governors have been mere
should
continue as the Capital of New for beginning the reception, the Pal- casion. The cards which were
printed edge ot military affairs as well as
rather than execu- word bv word, and while of course administrative
and presented by
ace hotel had become the Mecca of ion. The cards which were printed military experience possessed by Govthere are new subjects That have tlve officers, accountable to an out- - Mexico,
L. Bradford Prince recently
to the well wishers of Governor Mills. by the Santa Fe New
Mexican, were ernor Curry. New Mexico today stands
up in iwore recent
siae aumoriiy. &aiu uoveruur rriuce.
Senate committee on territories, Hundreds of electric
lights placed artistically designed. On the cover ln the front rank of commonwealths
as perfect "In all of America, North and South, jthe
j it was at the time perhaps
T0O GOOD A CONSTITUTION,
and
Important
timely:
on the outside of the hotel was the territorial
an! an instrument as could very well be there is no continuous line of execu- - jare"1.
flag, its field of ef its size having a regiment of in. .
. .
...
...
Hon Thomas Benton Catron, in
Sentiment. It fa nnl roilv much" dexterously
111 "P
fou""I "I go back If you will per- - tlves so long as that of the governors
Diuiding witn a nalo ot glory blue, border of gold and the seal of fantry and a battery of artillery, the
.
.,
T7;,.7
address yesterday afternoon referred mit me, only a moment.
10
o'clock all roads led tho territory in gold, being very at- latter an acquisition that few states
of New Mexico, so that we can truth- - llllti wltn tho slngIo exC(!ptlon of Mex. nnd from 8 to
of New Mexico's rank can boast of,
to the fact that the constitution of,
to the Palace hotol.
tractive.
gpok(?n o(
Iiuiy say mat uovernor anus nuiu lc0 the odest ou the we8terI1 contl.
or
was
,
too
good
1830
of
New Mexico
wU, ask
of iss9i
r BUentlon for the most ancient office of continuous nent. Even ln tne ld . ,d. it ante- - Ascending the stairs to the Tight and
The cards contained a vignette of for tho equipment of the battery alone
been but one moment to the constitution of succession In all the Western Hemis-- ;
the left the great throng Governor Mills an excellent likeness is worth $100,000, a large amount of
else New Mexico would have
aateg Berlin, St. Petersburg,' Chrlstl- - descending to
and a picture of the capitol build property to be entrusted to a terriadmltted to statehood at that time, 1S50 sixty years ago. I hold in my phere. Through more than three cen- - nnla, the Hague and Brussels. The of officials and private citizens, of
never In politics, ing, besides all the names of the com- torial organization. He Bald that little
of ""at constitution, turies his Beat of authority has been whole
,
,
Rockv hani
CP'
- politicians and those
ih
ceni,
othpr
of
the
southwest
history
,uua m.w.v
which, so far as I know, is the only
m santa e, ana tne uia raiace iers in ssanta Fe. It was the center men and women, young and old, pass. mittees who contributed so largely to did he realize when he flrst met Govmountain states. This point was well copy that exists at the present time. nere
ernor Curry at Tampa, Fla,, during
Btill stands as the witness of the pow- - 'of authority and power, civil, military e'd before Governor and Mrs. MlllaJ the success of the reception and ball.
the Spanish-America- n
war that he
brought out in the following portions It is a constitution of which any peo- er and glory as well as of the vlcissi-an- d
of who stood under an arbor covered There were 18 scheduled dances In
and
reason
ecclesiastical,
by
L. Brad- ple could be proud. Of course there
of the address of
Santa Fe trail was the distribut with foliage and through which gleam- all, but the orcherta generously play- would ever have the honor to serve
i the
tudes of the high office."
under him in an official capacity.
the are matters that have come up since
ford Prince last month before
may this succession of gov-- 1 ing point for commerce, to Sonora ed myriads of electrict lights and Jap ed encores In the second part of the
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
Senate committee on territories when thit have gone into new constitutions, ernorg continue! For many more cen- - and Chihuahua, as well as New Mexi-turie- s anese lanterns and the approach to program. The Intermissions, it was
was
an admirable document, esbut it
which from both sides was under
he said:
somewhat long towards explained the splendid financial con
Santa Fe remain the capi- - co, Arizona and Colorado,
noted,
grew
may
in
eduits arrangements for
how every
"2. Ease of Access, It is the only tlstlc pergolas, illuminated with soft the close of the ball as many of the dition of the territory,
Mexico hopes and
"It is a novel thing, Mr. Chairman, pecially
cation. The only trouble with that tal: ibut all of New
dancers were fatigued and sought op- legal demand had been paid dollar for
for a delegation from New Mexico to
the next governor of New Important New Mexico city that has lights and covered with smllax.
that
prays
was
con.'l'tutlon
too
that
was
it
good.
dollar and cent for cent the moment
It was a pretty sight that met the portunity to rest themselves.
come before this committee on terriMexico will be one elected by the peo--, "ore than one line of railroad. The
It was presented, how $93,000 of bond
of the visitor.
At the entrance
tories In regard to a statehood bill
Ple of the commonwealth, accountable Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe gives eye
The Music.
time-- you
to
at
statehood
ted
that
ed indebtedness had been paid off
exit
ot this Japanese pergola
direct
communication
with the south- and
and be relieved from the discussion
lUB
10118
lnemw
lBr""
"lunB
remember, the state government was on'y
It Is not an easy matter for an or- and $126,000 bearing six per cent had
west and
the Central rail- stood Japanese maidens, ln dainty silk
of what may be called the fundamenin
the election was tory rrom its suoject ran to a posi- road with northeast;
the center and southeast; klmonas, at once reminding one of chestra to play to suit a large number been refunded with four per cent
tal principles. We have heretofore put theoperation,officers
much
awaited,
of
tion
coveted,
long
state
held,
elected, the
The Japanese ladles were of dancers In a ball room, but from bonds which brought a three ;per cent
- "nd the Denver and Rio Grande with Nippon.
had to bring to the attention of this
elected. It met and elect- much deserved and dearly earned inMiss Foree, Miss Alonzo, Miss Shewell expressions heard the Morrison or- premium, that there had not been a
committee and the committee of the legislature
iiuo muilu uuu iiurm west,
rononrlpnrP
senators
It
ed
and
its
would have been
r
"3. Health.
It has the best cll- of this city, and Miss Parrot of Iowa. chestra achieved a signal success in single bond Issue sold during the
other House what is admitted to be
if that constitution
put in
imate of any place' suggested. The
the fundamental principle, namely, had not operation
Having received a winsome smile this regard. Many a dreamy waltz Curry administration that did not
INAUGURAL
too
In its morla- - GOVERNOR MILLS'
been
good
peculiar conformation of the foothills from the members of the Mikado's this orchestra played and there was a bring a premium.
the Tight of American citizenship and ina'lon of freedom to
ADDRESS.
all
and
mankind,
affords protection from winds and empire, the visitors soon came ln real Inspiration to trip the light fan
Governor Curry and Secretary Jaffa
especially the right to
The words of Governor Mills
in the way in which it stood for a
ln an American republic. Those free state
true. snow storms. Tne summers are de view of Governor and Mrs. Mills. At tastic that few could resist. The or concluded the speechmaklng. They
instead
of a slave state. Inaugural address today ring
Now,
seem to us to be fundamental.
lightfully cool and the range of tern the governor's left stood Mayor Sena, chestra was composed of the follow- regretted
that Chief Justice Mills
If it had taken
another course, it They touch upon topics of vital
A.
L.
is the least of any recorded of the
we are able to be relieved from this
Morrison,
pianist; could not be present and referred to
governor's staff, in military uni- ing:
have been admitted as an off- - portance to the people of the common- - perature
snown
Amerlco
Vicente the absent heads ot dcitirtments, Atand take up matters of detail, particuny anaiy- form. He presented each one to the
lne water is
Digneo, cornetlst;
,
.6U- - "Ul... wnlth
and thero Is no evasion in de- to be of extreme purity.
It is as grati.:::. .;Z Dosuion- ,h"
lars of administration.
Clancy,-CaptalGovernor who gave to each a warm Lorenzo, first violinist; Leandro Ta- torney General Frank W.
mat tne new cniei
oecause oi tne very airect way in nil ng tne
..4
Pfi0nl
of
condition
novel
is
this
as
E.
that
...
.
.
double
.
.
bass
mo
it
yuu.
.,.,.
ha,ter
fying
violinist;
Morelli,
1,1,00.
Fred Fornoft of the mounted
clasp of the hand and the smile that pla,
wnicu u spoae on lae suoject, in me
uupre nn tfcooo
Julatlon
and
should exist,
C.
Wlerra, flutist;
Tony lwlice and Territorial Engineer VerT reminded one of President Taft. At clarinetist;
!n,!e"af!ve' ule,t
first section of its flrst article, laving tions. He makes it clear at the start
1
V
uu 10
8
non L. Sullivan, who are out of town,
"We are all delighted that at last down the enjoying and
the governor's right stood Mrs. Mills Luna, trap drummer.
defending Cl that he Intends to enforce the laws- morality, which
too
citiconsplc'and to whom the governor referred as-ththat
the
be
couceded
findseems
nronthem
Brilliant Array.
to
That Is the
it
attired In an exquisite gown. She too
,.ht'
"h
ou and alluring In some of the
H
.;
zens of the United States lying south I. . .1
";
most efficient and energetlo mem-one and
The spectacle of 150 well gowned
"UIVU CVCIjr lilitU WHO
H""""""
ull iM.uaand then
towns. There is no floating popula had a kind word for every
of the Colorado line are as well en entitled,
stating in the docu-- , ern"' Mills, by reason of his legal tion to combine for demonstrations, looked the ideal person to be the first women, moving gracefully over the bers ot his official family. After drinkas those who ment
titled to
of the territory.
polished floor, ln a blaze of light and ing a toast to host and hostess, the
accompanying it from the con- - training and judicial experience, will "r " """
lu """"Jura iBBio,uuu lady Mrs. Mill's
,
live north of that imaginary line. As ..tcuwuu .v..
.In Hoolrtln.D what ChA law
At
right was the retir reflected in many mirrors, all in diners arose to spend some time in
mat bihici; ,.
iu new mexicu
BnmA
what it ought to be or what
before departing
you well know, these matters have I, naturally impractical and in rea.ity ia-- not
ing governor, Hon. George Curry, who rhythm with the music of a musician- social Intercourse
been discussed for a long period of never can exist-- and
save now and then when home.
wherever it does be would desire it to be but as It b Batlmorei cincInnatli Detrolti c'nlca. also received the good wishes of those ly orchestra
of
time and before the committees
.
It was a happy thought to unite
"
exist. 11 una pruveu a curse ana mis
who had learned to admire him dur a couple would bump into another be.i.cii
both Houses. The date of this docu- fortune to the state those were the enforced by the law makers. "But go, St. Louis, New Orleans, San Fran
the score and a half of months he cause of the sinallness ot the hall for thug before the close of the Curry ading
Mobile,
clsco,
Savannah,
Louisville,
ment which I hold in my hand,
words which made it too good for the whatever the laws are or may be, durhas served New Mexico as its highest such an attendance was one to please ministration, the men wno have work-- I1..J,1.- -.
- l
tafnt nl nAlno
it will ha TT1V
-ted StaUs Senate Committee on Ter
10 mat especially Inn m,r
'
tt auuus
official.
Territorial Secretary and the eye and delight the heart of any ed with him to give Now Mexico an
'
are
"j
tne
that
me
reminds
twenty
"v'ate.8'
cI0f5"
ritories,"
because that convention was formed aim. insofar as it is in my power and
Mrs. Jaffa completed the receiving one with music orpoetry in his soul, administration under which, as GoverbeI
this
to
appeared
spring
years ago
at a time when the population was Incumbent upon me as governor,
It would be impossible to go into de nor Curry said, law and order have
line.
fore this committee on this general
tail describing the beautiful gowns prevailed and the laws have been
Form of Greeting.
.
wv
subject. Since that time, year after IUBI DMUICUUICD HAD UCCU Cfl llUlfleil , 1U
u n.v
displayed. It was remarked, however, more strictly obeyed than they are
not
follow
Governor
did
Mills
any
is
Fe
an
Santa
on
ideal
tlon;
place
year and session after session, we have fact, more than 95 per cent. And yet No higher ideal can be set for any this account
set form of greeting but he was ex that exquisite taBte prevailed. The right in the national capital.
come, through our representatives, in in the face of what was then a doml- - clref executive,
binding of coiffures with gay ribThe Guests,
"5. Public Buildings.
cordial with every one. bons
The
ceedingly
comCapitol
one way or another, before the
Governor Mills then proceeds to set is 'a
nant influence in the country, they
by a number of young ladies, of
The following were the guests of
than
ad- - Those who
better
him
of
and
knew
with
the
thing
beauty'
two
of
the
mittees on territories
the
Gibsonian
a
set themselves on that hleh nrinclnle hlmBelf in harmony with President
Grecian
lent
type,
the evening: Governor George Curry,
others stopped to eay a few words touch to the
Houses, asking, begging, beseeching, of a free state government.
laft. He says in effect, hat Taft s of
picture that was delightand Territorial Treasurbe8t arra
with him and many including newspa ful.
Imploring, sometimes, if the speaker
was
shall be hte policies and
tne
brilliant
a
It
and
array
Mr. Chairman, I will come
"Now,
cQunt
Tbat addltlon makeg
per men from the city and from out of men who went to the ball with the in- er M, A. Otero, who with Game r
happened to be aggressive, demanding Immediately to the matter to which Taft's success shall be his aim, and
Warden
,e
come
Thomas iP. Gable shared!
town congratulated the governor on tention of
admission to the Union by right of
"
staying a half hour found
auuaea a moment ago, simply say- "
The governor's residence has been his inaugural address which covered
of being the wits ot the even
our American citizenship; and with you
of
cordial
themselves
there long after midnight.
ing that if New Mexico had been ad- - ropport and
built by the Territory and is very so many points of vital Interest to New
- ,the result we all remember,
One enthusiastic visitor remarked: "I ing; Superintendent of Public Instrucmitted and I wish to draw attention the territorial officers and their bud- - complete and creditable.
tlon James E. Clark, Land Commisresidents.
Mexico
Its
and
that
when
look
wish
Senator
the
Mills
would
has
that
the day
''I rejoice
Beverldge
to this matter as a basis for what we ordlnates. Covernor
"The federal building, commenced
sioner Robert P, Ervien, SuperintendHandsome Gowns,
in."
is necessary has passed and we have are going to ask If New Mexico had rfs-- t to demand this, just as Presi-- as a state house long years ago, Is
ent of Insurance Jacobo Chavez; TerMany handsome gowns were seen
come down to the time when we may been admitted under the constitution dent Taft has the right to expect co- - conveniently
Buffffet Collation.
ritorial Auditor William O. Sargent,
arranged and contains at the reception and after the ladies
ODeration from Governor Mills.
look at these details. I rejoice on
At 11 o'clock Governor and Mrs. Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
the offices of the United States offi
met Governor and Mrs. Mills
had
of!
for
I
and
delicate
but
vital
The
rejoice
subject
general principles
4t,'
Mills and the governor's staff and a Gable, Assistant Territorial Secretary
cials.
commany tarried around the Pergola ad few friends
men uw
myself, standing here before this
"To duplicate these buildings will
proceeded to the room
growth of localities who would not ad- - taxation and assessment is
F. Cbard, Superintendent ot the
miring the creations, whether they where a buffffet collation was served. Edwin
mittee today, to speak on this sub- mit today that New Mexico with Its opon and Governor Mills does not cost a large amount.
Penitentiary James Wallace RaynoWs,
of the Lina Cavalieri "gasp-gown- "
were
the
defines
He
I
you
confess
must
issue.
what,
because
any
would
as
boundaries
laetep
And after the governor's party had District Attorney Edmund C. Abbott,
ject,
they then existed
"In addition to these advantages,
tax-an- d
order or not Albuquerque, Las
that I contain a million
i perhaps, Mr. Chairman, know,
and half of people principle that ougnt to underlie
the others in the ball room District Clerk Frank W. Shearon,
there is a very strong reason why the
as well as retired
have felt so Indignant, my American
be one of the richest states there tion in New Mexico concisely and question of a change should be settled Vegas, Las Cruces, Raton,
were admitted, forty at a time.
repTraveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-forfeminine
had
of
of
Santa Fe,
course,
blood has boiled so on this subject
11 naa neen aamuiea at
tne
is.
Presiding at the table were Mrs,
in the constitution or postponed at
.T"
v
":.;.
Adjutant General R. A, Ford,
resentatives whose gowns were Paris- R. J. Palen and Mrs. Paul A. F. Walt-.the deprivation of American citizens time when the United States Senate
iea8t tfin vers. so as not to arise un- and Census Supervisor Paul A. F.
works of art and many of the
for In the forty-thir- d
Pained before. He pieui lor
of their right to
and forty-fourtthe
half
of
flrst
the
evening,
er,
has become well es- - ian
,
.
Walter,
towns of the Ter
a good many years, that it has been
nf hirrlola. smaller cities and
Kllr.UJ nn.i lf iriAtl-nitand Mrs, A. J. Fisher and Mrs. C. L.
also were represented.
tax payer.- - e ooes not wait.
almost Impossible for me to speak on thirds in each case voted for it. ad- ritory
buffet
The
them.
Tribune-Citizen- ,.
succeeding
fvery
Bishop
The
"
Albuquerque
the general subject with the patience misslon-a- nd
we gratefully acknowl- - to have one class of property bearl
The Ball Room.
room was dazzlingly beautiful and ev- the Democratic
organ, has rushed to
"Otherwise, from the
e&ter burden than some other
10 o'clock, the recepand the consideration which I ought
to the Senate of
after
so declared. the defense of the Red
one
into
it
Shortly
ery
coming
of
fhf
new
the
Light district
,r"u S V.
system, proposed changes
class, or one section or Individual
of
the
the
and
certainly to show.
was
lobby
over
Many compliments were paid to the ln the Duke City. It puts up the unwill demoralize the entire leg- tion
of
center
once
"But you must pardon us for the had been admitted then, it would have than some other section or individual capital
became
the
more
on
Indies
the decoration committee answerable argument in answer to
islation of each session. The ques hotel
of the ball that had charge of this room. The the
feeling we have had on that matter. had, by the impetus given by state- - of equal wealth,
tion will enter into legislative elec- Interest. Soon the doors
petitions of hundreds of property
We have felt sometimes that we could hood, coming in at the same time with He says: "There is but one safe, tions, and each year will see a great room were thrown open and revealed color scheme was pink and green and owners
and tax payers for its remov
e
not understand the apparent indiffer- Colorado, at least a million people to--; sound and Just rule, and that is un(-da- y
decoration
a
was
The
of
out
carried
bower
it
beauty.
effectively,
al: "Where shall we move it to?
raised and sent to the
and a very large amount of wealth, formlty of valuation for similar kinds corruption fund use
ence and the lack of appreciation of
had
of
and
electric
with
Its
lights
pink
That In face of the report that Chica
there. The fact
legislature for
our condition on the part of some of "It was not the fault of the people and classes of property, everywhere that
one side uses large sums of mon- done good work on the ball room deco- shades shedding a soft glow that was go, the modern Sodom and Gomorrhah
those who were in the high places in there that it has been deprived of in the territory." He advocates a tax
which
as
From
as
restful.
of
well
scheme
color
the
charming
the
has determined to root out the unrations,
to
excuse
be
an
ey, will
Justify
at last, after those things and that It has been limitation clause ln the state constltu-dwarfe- other
Then,
Washington.
side in pursuing the same was yellow and white, yellow beini; the center of the celling to each of mentionable evil, a relic of barbarous
, tlon to be formed and insists that no
occurred
ln
advance-it
of
its
that experience,
improvement,
years
the corners of the room were strung ages, an echo of the days when Rome
course. This was so when the matter tho territorial color.
more revenue should be demanded
to me that the membership of these ment and growth.
ever went to its own destruction because
was an open question before.
'
in soft material, the former electric bulbs entwined with
Draped
Is
for
than
the
committees was made up almost
from
necessary
us.
people
to
admit
are
Now, you
green. Falling from the center was it multiplied the red light districts
going
scarcecould
room
hotel
ten
of
the
for
dining
"By postponing any change
of gentlemen who had never We are thankful for it; we are grate- - the legitimate purposes 01 me gov-fu- l
an enormous shade of ferns and sml in its towns and villages. To where
this danger is at least avoided ly be recognized even by those who
been in a territory, who had been
for it. We know that every mem-- , ernment, honestly and economically years,
lax, the construction of which Bhowed do you move murderers,
thieves,
a
meals
time
three
a
for
take
for
a
weeks
and
time,
an
very
important
are
And the people
brought up from their very first ln
ber of this committee and every
the hand of an artist. On the mantle-ploc- e crooks of all kinds? To the penitenOn either side of
ln the formative history of the new day at the Palace.
who ber of
was a large slur which shone
atmosphere of
Congress is anxious that the with him on this proposition,
and
that Is
tiary and jails of course,
the room were six electric Bhowers with the
had never known anything else, to new state should be a prosperous
Improvement in the public school state."
brightness of a thousand
with electric bulbB shining through caudles. Underneath the star were the place for red light habitues. But
whom that was as the sunshine and state, a happy state, a good state, and system and good roads are two poll-thas a matter of course, whether it be
It should have every advantage cies of the Curry administration, that
air, and who could not appreciate that
Las Vegas and Albuquerque have evergreens, artistically grouped. The the figures "49" meaning that New In
York, in Denver, in Albuquerthere was any place where American and opportunity which can properly Governor Mills adopts without heslta-b- e done well by Governor Mills and by windows were pnrtlcally concealed by Mexico would soon be the 4!Hh state. queNew
or some road side village, the
alterand
he will receive pop-hav- e the
white
ln
which
tlon
yellow
and
citizens were really deprived of those
work,
lattice
It
It
to
to
attend
order
A
in
ln
that
In
table
stood
may!
here
the
round
given
Capital,
coming
largo
Democratic politicians are too often
privileges and rights which they had
that advancement and that pros- - ular applause. He wants the road the inaugural exercises. It shows nating and at every other window center of the room. It was covered
the
bncklng and protecting
seen so universally throughout all perlty. So we come to ask aid In cer- work to be done as far as possible that the people of the two largest were high mirrors which reflected in- with a snow white tablecloth of finest found
'rod
their lives, that It seemed as if they tain ways, especially on account of by convict labor, because such labor cities of the Territory are much inter- definitely the bright lights thrown linen, with large pink butterfly beaux 0 light" districts and representing
outraged decency that "red light"
were almost
things. I some of these deprivations to which Is not in competition with free labor, ested in the new administration and from cither side of the room. Whero of gauze attached to it, alternating
are a municipal necessity
have been inclined sometimes to wish we have been subjected ln the time and because it means a saving to the are ready to give it their moral sup- there were 110 mlrrows, boxes of tu- with candlesticks set ln a glass bowl districts
It was under Governor port. Santa Fe, in this connection, lips and ferns had been placed. These filled with pink carnations. In the just as much as street lights and po
taxpayers.
that some of the gentlemen so situat- past."
Otero that convicts were flrst employ- appreciates the words of the Albu- not only served to rest tho eye dazzh center of the table was placed a large licemen.
ed could be for a year or a month or
ed on the roads and Governor Mills
a single day because cruel and un- On
ed by the blaze of light, but also gave mirror on which rested a cut glass
Journal when it says:
Only a few months ago the terri
Friday, the statehood bill is to calls it "a good idea." Governor querque
usual punishments are forbidden-pla- ced
"Santa Fe iB quite an elderly vil- the bewltchlngly exotic elfect sought basket filled with pink carnations.
on MillB
torial treasury paid off $93,000 worth
the
committee
from
be
reported
did
advocatwhere
with the policy
ln a position
they
agrees
to
collation
was
served
who
strive
The
all
decorators
after
appetizing
figHer
by
of territorial bonds without a reissue
years call for bigger
where the territories of the Senate. The report ed for years by the New Mexican: lage,
not have
ures than her 'bust measure,' but give dreamy waltz music its fitting as well as of a variety, and the Wom- of bonds or crippling the resources of
officials placed over them were not will be a favorable one and the bill "I think some definite plan should be
which
of
Board
served
an's
Trade,
it,
bids
she
fair
all
"atmosphere."
the treasury.
that,
That ln Itself is a showof their selection, where they were will be In an amended form, conced- adopted to secure uniformity and per- notwithstanding
to have during today and tomorrow
Exclamations of surprise and de- under the direction of the refreshment ing for the Curry administration that
manence of construction. The work the time of
not responsible to the people whom ing much to the territories that bethey
her life, and all the neigh- light were on every one's lips as the committee deserves much praise.
sets a new and high standard In finanan should not be undertaken sporadicalhave asked for. There may etlll
they governed, or amenable to the
cial management for
the
Danca Until Morn,
there that might ly here and there, but each section or bors down this way are going up to ball room filled up and It Is no expublic sentiment of the locality, or objection here and
help her to pull it off."
Governor and Mrs. Mills stayed at
aggeration to state that the room did
where, in case they were wrongdoers, be urged locally, but it is certain that division should be worked systematicfill up and very rapidly at that.
80 the dance until after midnight and
the bill as It will tie passed, is prob- ally until completed. It will be one
there was absolutely no redresB.
will of my alms to secure the perfection of
Negroes Organize Political Club
There should be no 111 feeling gen- many had come provided with tickets there were many who remained until
"But those things, fortunately, are ably the best that the territories
It such a plan and begin work upon It." erated over the rivalry for the local that It wag evident that little danc- 2 and 2:30 a. m, The dance however, The colored people of Albuquerque
matters of the past Those are the ever get and they should accept
Let It be a square, ing could be Indulged In if many held sway for many others until the have organized a political club. T, O.
without a murmur. Statehood, in It- If this means that Governor Mills will postmastershlp.
general principles of which I was
so priceless a boon, that all see to it that the Scenic Highway be- clean contest, with a sincere promise more tlcketB were sold. It is a fact wee small hours when in most cltieB Mason was elected president; J, B,
speaking: and we rejoice that today self, is
must seem trivial tween Lag Vegas and Santa Fe, be- - of support by the community for the although a regrettable one, that the the milkmen are making their rounds. Lott, secretary, and B. Faucett,
everyone concedes that New Mexico other considerations
ticket committee had to decline to Bell When final! v the last strains ot the
gun under the Otero administration, winning man.
Is entitled to statehood, and it is only in comparison.
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They Gathered About the Judge W. H. Pope From Now Hon. Charles A. Spiees Unaon Presides Over Supreme
nimously Elected President
Retiring Chief Executive
Court
for the Present Year
This Afternoon
DISTRICTATTORNEY

FOR COLFAX MISS

George M. Kiniell Will Be Act-nPostmaster Until Successor
Is Appointed.

g

OLSON

AS

SECRETARY

Us,

w;f

A

IS SECRETARY

Governor Mills Authorizes the Well Attended and Satisfactory
Announcement of Her ApAnnual Meeting Many New
Members
pointment This Afternoon.

Tho New Mexico Bar Association
Governor Mills announced this after
Governor Curry this afternoon at 4
o'clock assembled In the executive of- noon that he would retain Miss Clara met yesterday afternoon In the sufice all the heads of departments and Olbon as his private secretary. Miss premo court chambers at tho capital.
;
clerical employes of the Capitol and Olton has served under Governors In tho absence of the president, B. C.
expressed to them his thanks for their Otero, Hagerman and Curry, and un Wade of Las Cruces,
faithful and loyal service and gave der acting Governors J. W. Raynolds E. W. IJobson called the association
them a heartfelt farewell. At five and Nathan Jaffa. Her experience to order, Secretary Charles C. Catron
'
.
4- : -- f , A
o'clock, Governor Curry closed his and popularity will be a valuable asset was at the desk and made the wel
come report that for tho first time In
desk and walked out of his office. Un- to the new administration.
til tomorrow noon, Secretary Jaffa Chief Justice Takes Oath of Office.
many years the association had all Its
This forenoon
will be acting governor.
at 10 o'clock, In debts paid and had $72.27 In the treas
David J. Leahy nominated
chambers, In the presence of the ury.
Notaries Public Appointed,
Governor Curry today appointed Ar Judges of the supremo court, Chief Charles A. Spless of Las Vegas, for
thur H. Masters of Cedar Hill, San Justice William J. Mills administered the presidency of the association, the
Juan county, and James E. Haines, the oath of office to his successor, nomination, according to custom going
of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, no Chief Justice William H. Pope. There to the Fourth Judicial district at this
HON. CHARLESS A. 3PIESS,
was no special ceremony but the
time. Mr. Sploss was unanimously Of Las Vegas, Elected President
taries public.
of the New Mexico Bar Asscc'ation.
was dignified and impressive. elected. Secretary and Treasurer C.
Incorporations.
8. B. GRI MSHAW,
As one good turn deserves another, C. Catron having previously announc
The
Plains
Stock
Company today
Postmaster of 8anta Fe, Who Died of Pneumonia Saturday.
filed incorporation papers, the Incor Chief Justice W. H. Pope at noon ed his intention of retiring from the
Mills.
ltositions, Miss Nellie Brewer of Albu
porators and directors being Charles swore In Governor William J.
querque, was elected secretary and GALLS
Special Mounted Policeman.
T. Adams and L. A. Surgart of Carl
Governor
treasurer.
President Spless was es
Curry yesterday appointbad, and B. C. Roney of Roswell, each
FUNERAL HELD
SO shares.
The capitalization Is $24, ed A. E. Cook of Carrizozo, a special corted to the chair by a committee and
a
Paso
the
mounted
for
El
made
000 divided Into 240 shares.
Th
brief, but eloquent, address.
A
policeman
Ho appointed the following commitheadquarters are at Carlsbad, Eddy and Southwestern railway,
Make
on
Police
Arrest.
I.
Mounted
W.
O.
tee
admissions:
Fallen.
OF TOKENS county.
The Anderson Mica Mining ComCaptain Fred Fornoff last evening H. H. Llewellyn, E. E. Studley, E. L.
Former Chief Forester Makes Five Cents More a Load Prepany of Las Vegas, John L. Zimmer- arrested a well known local citizen for Medler and O. W. Prlchard. Miss
man New Mexico agent, filed Incor flourishing a gun and making a gun- Brewer not being present, Secretary
Pointed Charges Against
dicted by Pecos Forest
B. Grimshaw's Ren? - ins Hon. William J. Mills Reci poration papers today. The capital! play. The aforesaid citizen was held Catrou was requested to officiate for
of Interior.
Woodmen
zatlon Is $500,000. The incorporators in $1,000 bond.
Secretary
of the session. Two
remainder
the
Will Be Laid to Rest ia
pient of Silver Water Set and directors are: Harry S. Anderson, General Orders Printed By Mistake. minor changes wero made in Article 4
Fairview Cemetery
William
A.
Anderson
Moun
S.
A messenger mistaking the editorial of the constitution and
and J.
from Associates
In refON STAND BURROS
A
for the business office of the New erence to the officers, the number of PINCHOT
Bay of Topeka, Kansas, and John
STRIKE
AREJN
Zimmermann of Las Vegas.
In
last
resulted
the
Mexican,
printing
from
being increased
the
first
SERVICES
order
of
HIM
by
Postmaster Pro Tern.
P. H. ELOQUENT TRIBUTES
evening
general
six to seven to correspond to the pres
Postoffice Inspector A. B. Crawford Adjutant General Brookes in the New ent number of Judicial districts, and "Disloyal to Taft" Is One of the It is Said Animals as Well as
of
Instead
Mexican,
a
ahead
day
time,
of Albuquerque, this forenoon, upon
the president being empowered to
Woodmen Complain of Lack
the Accusation He Baldly
Rev. JohnR. Gass to Officiate Governor Curry Given Loving the request of the bondsmen of the of its being sent to the Job room for name three delegates to the American
Proclaim.
of Wood.
in a circular form.
the
printing
S.
late
Postmaster
B.
Bar
Grimshaw,
Association, after having ascer
at the Home; the Masons
Cup by Members of
Assistant
Postmaster
what
tained
of
members
the
in
bar
placed
George
Bench.
at the Grave.
With the advance of the price of
Washington, D. C, Fob. 26. Clifford
Kinsell In charge of the postoffice un NOT A DAY WITHOUT
tend to attend the association's
Plnchot, taking the witness stand at table board now comes the advance
SUNSHINE IN FEBRUARY,
til a successor Is appointed. The
In
Balllnger-Pinchoanother kind of board
t
the
The funeral of Postmaster S. B.
It was a pleasant and long to be re- fight for the postoffice has narrowed
Inquiry this
were
The following
read a statement to the or the sticks that are brought to the
Grimshaw, who died of pneumonia at membered incident, in chambers 61 down to E. C. Burke and T. Z. Win Average
afternoon,
Was
Rather
elected:
Temperature
First district, Charles C. committee before
his home here Saturday night, will the New Mexico Supreme Court yes- ter. Burke has the promise of Dele
in c"y on the backs of the patient bur- being sworn,
Lower Than In the Past, But
Catron of Santa Fe, Second district; which he
take place at 2:30 o'clock Wednes- terday afternoon, when Judge John R. gate Andrews and the Washington au
charged Secretary Balllnger ro8. ever ready to stop at your door
Weather Was Fine.
E. L. Medler, Albuquerque; Third dis
with falsehood and disloyalty to at the sound of their master's sneeze,
day afternoon at the Grimshaw home McFie, spokesman by reaBon of his thorities for the place. Winter has
February was comparatively sunny trict, N. C. Frenger of Las Cruces; President Taft, and declared that Bal- - not voice.)
on Grant avenue. It Is expected that seniority, arose to present on behalf of the endorsement of the Santa Fe
of
Fourth
acE.
Elmer
district,
Studley
the Rev. John R. Gass, pastor of the the associate justices of the court, a county Republican committee and pe but colder than usual this year,
But no more will the burros kneel
linger should be dismissed from the
T. McClure
Presbyterian church at Albuquerque, solid silver water Set, to the retiring titions were extensively signed for cording to the weather bureau statis Raton; Fifth district, J.
service. "What I desire to lay be.: sown ln homage to the fire-gofor 35
of
Sixth
Roswell;
was
tics.
district,
The average temperature
Byron fore the committee," said Mr. Pinchot, 'centswill be here to conduct the services Chief Justice William J. Mills. AssO' him today among the business men
He is on a strike. He must
of
dis30
Seventh
38
last
while
Alamogordo;
the
for
as Mr. Grimshaw was a member of ciate Justice McFie did so with fit- and residents.
years Sherry
degrees,
for his master 40 cents per load.
"Is a consecutive story of my exper-;6"e- t
it has been 32.8 degrees. The highest trict, John E. Griffith of Socorro.
1 a,s
the Presbyterian church and the lo- - ting and eloquent words and Chief
wa8 made officially known to-ience with Mr. Ballinzer in relation to
National Guard Orders No. 7.
was 56 degrees on Feb
Recess was then taken until after the conservation of natural resources. jdar by Supervisor Stewart of the for- cal church has no pastor stationed .Justice Mills responded with scarcely
temperature
Santa Fe, N. M Feb. 28, 1910.
3
below
was
the
r- - Stewart
omcehere Just now.
and
lowest
24,
end
emotion.
The
session
the
the
court
ruary
of
hasn't got
suppressed
supreme
pitcher
Taree matters of principal importance eslry
The undersigned having been ap- zero on
The members of Montezuma lodge goblet bear the monogram of Gover- February ,17. The greatest The association reconvened and upon are to be called to your attention. The " "in" ,or tne Pelle of Santa Fe who
with
of
rank
general
bu
wood
No. 1 A. F. and A. M., of which. Mr. nor Mills and the tray bears the tol- pointed adjutant
ln
was only 31 degrees and motion of E. L. Medler gave a vote lirst of these concerns
stoves
their
and have
daily
,
range
the policy de-to date from March
or waler neat 10 take
was recorded on February 14; the of thanks to the retiring ofllcers. The vised and
Grimshaw was a member, he being lowing Inscription:
"Chief Justice brigadier general
ad-- 1 u"
last
the
Inaugurated
1, 1910, vice Ford, whose detail
by
also a thirty-secon- d
off thelr, rooms ln any other wa'- least range was 17 degrees on Feb following resolutions were offered by ministration of
degree Mason, will William J. Mills from His Friends and
protection against the Urh"!
expired by operation
19.
conduct the services at Fairview cem- - Associates on the Bench. John R. adjutant generalassumes
ne uas Blnl1"' Bclea on oemiIf
There haa been a deficien E. A. Mann and passed unanimously monopolists' control of water
tne
of this ruary
of
power.
law,
charge
hereby
H.
William
etery where Interment will be made. McFie, Frank W. Parker,
I shall fvernment and has had to inform
office and command of the National cy in temperature from the average and upon rising vote were ordered sites owned by the people.
The pall bearers now are being se- - Pope, Alfred W. Cooley, Ira A. Abbott,
be wl" sur"y
since New Year of C7 degrees, or al spread upon the minutes, engrossed show
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in the nostrils of the people. Let the
In doing Its que; arrived last evening to take in
nature
Sena.
and
Colonel
and
tion
assisting
crowing
gration Henlng,
the
Coronado hotel.
con
inauguration.
to the constitutional
much
so
have
will
delegates
The
A.
work.
R.
Ford
man
General
proprietors
Adjutant
Harold T. Clark, a traveling
Laurlano iares accompanied Coal
Hartford, Conn., March 1. Care ot
ventlon carefully guard these lands,
on give a dinner Monday night In honor faith In its curative powers that they
from Cleveland, Ohio, is calling
Martinez from
our entire people may be ben children and the prevention and cure
so
Cov offer One Hundred Dollars for any Oil Inspector Malaqulas
that
staff.
and
his
Governor
of
Curry
business men here.
Taos to Santa Fe,
efited in a manner commensurate with ot criminal tendencies and epilepsy
ers will be laid for eighteen. Among case that it falls to cure. Send for
William Frank and family of Los lj
p J. Franklin, a real estate dealer
and insanity are among the subjects
are: Gov- list of testimonials.
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their value.
be
who
will
of
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present
and
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anof Colorado Springs
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Sold by nil drugKlstn, 75c.
1 D. M. FERRY OO., Detroit, Mloh. 9 the members of the constitutional
a.,t i?. twn a hntt. Colonel Stern,
of the iJirned and Wndoman tad, is
Take Hall's Family Pills for
convention is that of taxation, In my ning today.
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tu
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LITTLE GIRL
IS HELD FOR RANSOM.

GARCIA'S

F

BERRENDQ

Construct

Big

Works

Near Roswell
GOOD

ROADS

PROGRESSING

Suit Filed Against Taos Valley
Land Company and Thote
Interested in It.
in the office of Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa today Incorporation paIrripers were filed by the Berrendo
603 North
gated Farms Company of
Main street, Roswell, Chaves county.
The New Mexico agent Is J. C. Hamilton of Roswell. The capitalization Is
1650,000 divided Into 6,500 Sharon. The
company begins business with a paid
up capital of $2,000. The Incorporators and directors are: John W. Poe
Rath-bu4 shares; L. B. Tannehill, C. M.
M. S. Murray, A. Hanny, James
A.
C. Hamilton, W. S. Praeger, W.
Johnson and E. A. ahoon, all of Roscomwell, and each two shares. The
of
pany contemplates the construction
the Berlarge Irrigation systems on
rendo near Roswell.
Good Roads Work.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan Is home from a road inspection
trip. He reports that the Santa
highway will be in good
condition for automobiles In another
two months. Not that the work will
be completed but that the worst parts
of the present road will be In fine
work on
shape. Three camps are at
the road, an Indian and a convicts
a t r idcamp on La Bajada hill and
Vbo
ing camp near Algodones.
stretch from the top of La Ba .da
hill to Algodones will be conipl ced
in May. On the Silver
road, a grader outfit Is at work eight
miles out of Sliver City and the convict camp has completed work over
the first hill out of Silver City and will
be moved shortly for work on the
Continental divide. The
road will be one of the finest
In the Territory. The work on Big
Hill is completed. It consists of two
miles of solid rock construction, the
road being blasted into the side of the
hill. The source haB been graveled
and along the entire distance, cement
to
gutters have been constructed
carry oft the surface waters. Work
is now being done on hills In the valbe done
ley and by May, work Is to
on Nogal hill which will complete the
most difficult portions of the road. Ensevgineer Sullivan also looked after
eral Irrigation matters while away.
District Court.
Suit was filed in the district court
for Taos county today by Golden Barrett of Denver, owner of five shares
in the Taos Valley Land Company vs.
The Taos Valley Land Company, A. R.
Manby, J. B. Manby, L. S. Manby, C.
A. Watson, Joseph Slotow, The Taoa
Land Company, a pretended corporation, Charles H. Hill and Andrleus A.
Jones, setting forth numerous and
voluminous allegations and winding
up with a petition for an accounting
and the appointment of a receiver.
At the same time, a bill of exceptions was filed to the order of Judge
inhn u MoFle sustaining the demur
rer of the defendants in the caBe of
Golden Barrett vs. The Taos Lano
Company.
Certificate of Construction.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulof
livan today Issued a certificate
construction to W. C. McDonald for
on
works
the completion of irrigation
the Carrizozo ranch. The water for
the project is taken out of Nogal
creek.
Notary Publlo Appointed.
Governor Curry today appointed
Leora Jones of Roswell, Chaves county a notary public.
The 1909 Tax Collections.
The collections of the taxes of 1909
to date, In the various counties, are
very good, considering that only the
first half of the taxes has fallen due.
The collections for the entire Territory average 42 per cent.. The showing is Indeed a creditable one and
Indicates that a very large percentage
of the 1909 taxes will be accounted
for by the end of 1910. Following is
the standing of the various counties
of the Territory on a percentage basis, up to and including the January
collections:
McKinley 58 per cent.
Colfax, Luna and Grant 49 per cent
Taos 48 per cent.
Chaves 46 per cent.
Eddy and tSan Juan counties 45
per cent.
Otero and Bernalillo 44 per cent.
Quay 43 per cent.
Torrance, Dona Ana and Curry 42
per cent.
Lincoln and Union 41 per cent,
Valencia and Socorro 40 per cent
Roosevelt 39 per cent.
Socorro, Rio Arriba and Mora 38
per cent.
San Miguel 34 per cent.
Santa Fe 33 per cent.
Guadalupe 29 per cent.
Sandoval 23 per cent.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets Invariably bring relief to women suffering from chronic constipadizziness,
tion, headache, billousnes
sallowness of the skin and dyspepsia.
Sold by all druggists.
8T.

RELIEF FOR

Writ of Habeas Corpus Is Issued for
Body of Child Father and
Mother In Ignorancs.

Papen Today and Will

Files

DAVID'S

DAY,

Cardiff, Wales, March 1. St, David's day, the great national festival of
In
the
Welshmen, was celebrated
usual enthuslastlo manner throughout
Wales today.

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.

Pleasant to talla

Denver, Colo., Feb. 25. Held for
ransom! Such 1b now the precarious
of
situation of the baby daughter
of
Elfego Garcia, a wealthy Spaniard
six
Albuquerque. N. M., who after
located
months' frantic search has
the little one in the mountain village
of Minturn, Colo., where, with another baby, alleged by Garcla's attorney,
Uaao Barth, to be harbored for the
same purpose, she is kept for the
payment of a fabulous sum of money.
court
Judge Allen of the West Side
issued a writ of habeas corpus for the
sheriff
body of the child and a deputy
loft on the noon train to bring the
baby Into the district court of the
as
city and county of Denver as soon
It nun lie found. Attorney Barth will
tho
remain in a nervous Btate until
officer from Denver makes his report
for he fears that the Minturn people
will either hide the baby from the officers or even resort to more strenuous measures to retain it until a cash
mim is nald into their hands.
Father and Mother Kept in Ignorance.
The father and motner oi me cuuu,
who have been recently reunited, have
been kept In Ignorance of the true condition of their offspring by the attorney, as he does not wish to mar the
by
happiness recently brought about Imtheir reunion and the hope of the
mediate recovery of the baby girl.
Barth is parleying with the custobaby undians of the
til the officer arrives in Minturn. He
with
communicating
is constantly
them to make a positive offer for the
return of the baby, promising them
anything within the bounds of reason
arrives upon the
until the officer
scene.
He made one trip to Minturn in person and expected to bring the baby
back with him. He had communicated with Mrs. R. J. Cahlll of Minturn,
who has the little girl, and she had
told him to come on and get it. But
when he arrived he found the place

occupied by the husband and wife and
n number of friends and a demand was
made for a large sum of money, but
the price was not namea. me uumbid.
a
to
make
asked
was
ney
Cahlll and Wife Demanded Ransom.
According to his statement, the peowere
ple In possession of the child
on
practically barricaded in a cabin
the hillside, overlooking the little vilto
lage of Minturn, and were able
hold it against a siege. The stalwart
mountaineer and his wife exhibited
little
the baby, laughing, dark-eye- d
the
girl and then stepped between
quest and
lawyer and hlB long-sougdemanded the ransom.
"How much?" asked the attorney.
"How much will you give?" was the
eager demand made by the Cahllls.
Fortify now against the Grin

for it

comes every season sure! Preventlcs
the little Candy Cold Cure Tablets

offer in this respect a most certain

and dependable safeguard. Preventlcs,
at the "sneeze stage" will, as well,
also surely head off all common colds.
Keep
But promptness is
Preventlcs In the pocket or puree, for
Sold
48
25c.
for
Box
of
instant use.
Co.
by Btrlpllng-Burrow- s

WITH EXTORTION

CHARGED

NOT IN

THE RUNNING

FE
Hon Charles A. Spiess Believes It Will Be Granted in
Statehood Bill.
PRAISES

LOCAL

COMMITTEE

Hon. Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas, president of the legislative council, and one of the leading attorneys
of the southwest is in Santa Fe ,has
from several weeks'
Just returned
visit to Now York and Washington,
where he pushed vigorously the matter of relieving Santa Fe county of its
indebtedness and if that is accomplished, it will be due to a large extent
to the convincing representations he
made to the senate committee on territories and the federal authorities
both through an exhaustive brief and
by addresses before the committee.
Mr. Snleaa said this morning to the
'.'The
New Mexican's representative:
Santa Fo committee deserves a great
deal of credit Governor Prince and
Judee Lauehlln presented arguments
before the committee on behalf of the
tax payers of Santa Fe county. Each
made a very able presentation of the
matter and received the close attention of the members of the senate
committee. It was peculiarly fortunate that Mr. Levi A. Hughes accompanied the committee to Washington.
It wan throueh the efforts of Mr.
Hughes that a hearing was obtained
from the chairman of the senate com
mittee on territories. Mr. Bird S.
the
Color and myself represented
bondholders and all of us worked
harmoniously to have the county relieved of at least part of its indebtedness. It is my opinion that Santa Fe
county will be taken care of In this
matter. I am not, however, prepared
to say, what the details of the provisions will be.
"I am quite Bure a statehood bill will
pass this session of Congress If the
Republican members have their way
about it. Indeed nothing can defeat
It except Democratic filibustering."
When asked what effect upon the
situation the action of the Democratic
territorial central committee at Albuquerque on Saturday will have, Mr.
Spiess said:
"In my opinion, the action of the
as
Democratic
expressed
party
through Its central committee at Al
buquerque on Saturday in reference to
It
statehood was most unfortunate.
can only mix matters In Washington and It they are successful in having their views embodied in the statehood bill It will defer our coming into
the Union for about two years and
their action can be no practcal benefit
to tnem. Alter tne census oi new
their action can be no practical benefit
the population of the territory will be
represented quite Justly and equitably
by the votes that were oast In 1908."

Medicines that aid nature are almost successful. Chamberlain's
Mrs. Prescllla 8helton Arrested at A- ways
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
a
lbuquerque but Makes Rather
loosens the cough, relieves the lungs,
Plausible Explanation.
the secretions and aids nature
Mrs. opens
25.
M
Feb.
N.
Albuquerque,
In restoring the system to a healthy
formerly Miss condition. Sold by all druggists.
Prescllla
Shelton,
Prescllla Armaw, who has been in Ala WOOL PRICES ARE
buquerque with her husband for
short time, and who was preparing to
EA8IER ON SURFACE.
return to her home in Vermont, was
morntuken Into custody yesterday
Sales Are Small and Business Is of
the Hand to Mouth Order Fleecing by deputies of the United States
before
es Attract Little Attention.
marshal's office and taken
of
Boston, March 1. The wool busiJudge Abbott to answer a charge
United
ness In Boston Is of the general hand
extortion preferred by the
States pension office, In connection to mouth order. Prices are easier on
with a pension which Mrs. Shelton se- the Burface but all dealers are against
The sales incured for a friend some time ago. It further concessions.
lots run
Is charged that Mrs. Shelton charged clude a fair variety but
Fine medium Idaho sells at
$700 for securing the pension for the small.
cents in grease and half
friend and that she thus exceeded the twenty-on- e
to twenty-si-x
twenty-fiv- e
statutory limit for such charges by blood, Utah at
cents. Fleeces are attracting very
several hundred dollars. She will be
returned to Vermont accompanied by little attention but the foreign product is fairly active.
her husband and Deputy United States
Marshal Forbes; making no reslst-enc- e Capt. Bogardus Again Hits the Bull's
to being returned to lace the
Eye.
Thin world famous rifle shot who
charge.
Mrs. Shelton claims that she was holds the championship record of 100
engaged for about five years in .secur- pigeons In 100 consecutive shots is
ing the pension in question, working living at Lincoln, 111. Recently interwithout pay In behalf of a poor wash viewed he says: "I have suffered a
woman, the beneficiary In the cose, long time with kidney and bladder
well
and that all she took from the back trouble and have' used several
pension received was the amount of known kidnev medicines all of which
her actual expense connected with the gave me no relief until I started tak
work.
ing Foley's Kidney Pills. Before 1
Pills I was
Both she and her husband declare used Foley's Kidney
tn severe headache and pains
that the matter can be cleared up
In my kidneys with suppression and
easily and that the charge of extortion oftentimes
a
vomiting. While
cannot stand. She says that she un- nnnn arlslnir cloudy
In the morning I would
dertook to get the pension from pure
get dull headaches. Now I have tak
phllanthrophy and that she asked no en three bottles of Foley's Kidney
money
the
hut
merely
rpmnneratlon
Pills and foel 100 per cent better. I
expended by her in trips to Wash nm never hotherert with my klrtneyB
In
up
elsewhere
and
working
ington
or bladder and once more feel like
the case.
my own self. All this I owe solely
heart
of
victim
Mrs. Shelton is a
to Folev's Kidnev Pills and always
court
Into
the
trouble and when taken
recommend them to my fellow suffer
vesterdnv morning suffered a ers.
severe attack which for a time threat
ened to le serious. Dr. C. A. Frank PAYSON GREETED BY
who was called, administered restorCROWD OF FIVE THOUSAND.
atives and after a short time she was
A
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 28.
The
able to continue the hearing.
crowd of five thousand greeted Edofoffice
made
was
pension
charge
by
ward Poyson Woston when he arrived
ficials.
at ten o'clock this morning after walkmiles from Sandla.
ing twenty-eigh- t
BASEBALL MEN REPORT.
Weston rested two hours and resumed
Cambridge, Mass., March 1. The his eastward Journey. He declared
entire Harvard 'varsity baseball tquad the belief that he would reach New
was called out today for active prac- York a week ahead of schedule, thus
each
tice, which will include a southern earning a purse of $3,600 or $500
tour.
day that he beats the schedule.
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laxative Fruit Syrup
STRIPLING-BURROW-

A CO.
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Neither Desired Nor Intended New Mexico Might Have
to Be Candidate for
Had Appoiutment Had It
Presidency
Been United
NEWS COMES FROM VALPARAISO

Cleanses the system
clean
thoroughly and
,
sanow complexions m4
1

&:22r

New York, Feb. 20. A cable
from Valnarulso. Chile says
that William J. Bryan has declared to
his friends that he is not a candldato
for the nomination of the presidency
United States. Mr. Bryan
of the
staled, according to the dispatch: "He
neither desired nor intended to be a
candidate for the presidency again."

Bulletin No. 162 of the New
Mexico Agricultural Experiment
Station at Mesllli Park.

Press
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E. C. BURKE

FOR POSTMASTER

Action of Democrats on Saturday Possibly He Interviewed Cook in Statehood Bill Is to Be Reported
Chile and Became
Declared to Be Detrimental
by Senated Committee on
Discouraged.
to Cause.
Friday.

IN U. S. PENSION CASE.

GRIND
w

A,

MAKING DENATURED
ALCOHOL FROM CANTALOUPES.

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Feb. 28. As was pre
dicted by the correspondent of the
New Mexican Beveral weeks ago, the
nomination of A. L. Sharpe to succeed himself as collector of customs
at El Paso, Texas, was today sent to
the U. S. Senate. New Mexico could
have had the appointment if It had
united on General Vlljoen but by diCHICAGO HONORS ENGINEER
viding Its Btrengtb, giving part of its
WELL KNOWN IN 8ANTA FE. support to W. W. Cox, It lost out.
Senator Veveridge is in Indiana but
President O. Franklin Flick of the will return on Thursday and the stateCom-Dhnhood bill will be reported on Friday.
United States Bank and Trust
and of the Santa Fe Irrigation Delegate Cameron today presented to
rehas
the Senate committee on territories,
aud Improvement Company
ceived word that Colonel Henry A. Al- various amendments be desires to
len the engineer in charge of their added to the bill.
Delegate Andrews Introduced bills
Arroyo Hondo project and of the Lavata grant, has been appointed con that the New Mexico legislature be
sulting engineer of the Chicago authorized to sell section 16, of town
a
board of public works. Colonel Allen j ship 17, south, range 26 east, to
has visited this city four or five times
for school purposes. Similarly
and is well known In engineering ctr-- a bill giving Gallup a section for that
He has purpose; to Tucumcart,
section 16,
cli'S throughout the world.
several hundred engineers working township 11 north, range 30 east, for
under him and his connection with cemetery and park purposes; to Rosthe Arroyo Hondo project and the La- - well, section 16. township 11 south,
vata grant is of much interest to resi range 24 east, for cemetery and park
dents here.
purposes; to Melrose, section 36,
township 3 north, range 31 east, for
Brief Conference With Mayor.
"Pending the announcement of the cemetery and park purposes.
It is believed that Delegate Anappointment Colonel Allen and Com
visited Mayor drews will by Friday recommend E. C.
missioner Hanberg
Busse," says the Chicago Evening Burke to be appointed postmaster at
Post. "They were in conference with Santa Fe and that his appointment
the executive a snort time and later will be sent to the Senate on Friday.
Mr. Hanberg revealed the fact that he Calls Hitchcock a Political Dictator.
Washington, Feb. 28. Representahad a new member on his staff. Colonel Allen will assist in taking care tive Lindbergh of Minnesota, the Reof the duties laid down by City En publican "Insurgent," aroused by the
Hitchgineer Erlckson, who is on a leave refusal of Postmaster General
cock to accept his recommendations
of absence.
for postoffice appointments, has writ"During the last days of the Roose
In which he
velt administration Mr. Allen was ap ten the latter a letter
dictator" and
calls him a
pointed by the President to accom- denounces him"political
for his alleged efforts
Taft on a trip
pany President-elec- t
to the Panama canal zone to assist in to defeat Lindbergh's
making the final estimates of the
Nothing in the way of a Cough is
time that would be required to comas a tickling, teasplete the canal. There were only sev- quite so annoying
en engineers in the party, drawn ing, wheezing, bronchial Cough. The
from the country at large, and Isham quickest relief comes perhaps from a
to Druggists
Randolph, also of Chicago, was one prescription known
of the members.
everywhere as Dr. Snoop's Cough
thor"Colonel Allen also has been hon- Remedy. And besides, It is so
it
ored by Governor Deneen, who last oughly harmless that mothers give
even to the youngspring appointed him chief engineer with perfect safety
The tender leaves of a
on the division staff of the Illinois est babes.
National Guard with the rank of simple mountain shrub, give to Dr.
lieutenant colonel. He was the first Shoop's Cough Remedy its remarkto fill this place, as it had just been able curative effect. A few days' test
created. Thus within thirteen months will tell. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
his abilities as an engineer have been Co.
recognized by the nation, the state and
the city.
HEALTH, WEALTH, OPPORTUNITY CIRCULARS DISTRIBUTED.
A Graduate of Annapolis.
M. Michael Is a believer in Santa
"Colonel Allen was graduated from
That this
the United States naval academy at Fe and In New Mexico.
Annapolis In 1887, and resigned from is Indeed a land of health, wealth
the navy in 1889. He designed the and opportunity he believes and he Is
new engines
for the Thirty-nintstriving to make otners Deneve it.
street pumping station and also for Through the National Mortgage and
the Chicago avenue waterworks. He Bond Company of Chicago, which is
developwas born in Wisconsin and Is 43 years interested In New Mexico
With the appotaolncmfwypaoinpffl ment. Mr. Michael has procured many
old."
copies of an attractive booklet printed
In Chicago telling the English speak-noonle nt the world whv the great
Are you frequently hoarse? Do you
in
have that annoying tickling in your est crop Health can be found
throat? Does your cough annoy you New Mexico as well as many other
at night, and do you raise mucus in crops) that swell the bank account.
The following are some of the strikthe morning? Do you want relief? If
of
so, take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy ing sentences In the Introduction
and you will be pleased. Sold by all the booklet;
Health and Opportunity,
druggists.
The greatest boon which can be
given to man is health; the next is opNEW MEXICO DEMOCRATS
of
WANT THE REFERENDUM. portunity. These necessary factors
success sumetimes come unsolicited;
out.
more often they must be sought
Special to the New Mexican.
It frequently happens that where one
Albuquerque, N. M Feb. 26. A is found the other is lacking. New
largely attended and earnest meeting Mexico offers both health and opporof the Democratic territorial central
and the happiness which they
committee is In session at Albuquer- tunity,
bring.
committee
The
que this afternoon.
In that land of sunshine are great
convened at the Commercial Club
of such surpassing fertility
rooms this morning at ten o'clock valleys
cultiwith James G. Fitch in the chair and that three acres, scientifically
sufflrncient for the modest
Summers Burkhart, secretory, pres- vated, are
of
was appointed support of a family; the possession
ent.
A
Independence; of
to draft tentative resolutions on the ten acres means
too, Is a
statehood bill for discussion at the af- forty acres, a fortune. Here, on the
ternoon session which convened at climate which has no superior
and1 no equal In
two o'clock but had taken no deflnito face of the earth,
action when the New Mexican went America. The long days of sunshine,
air bring
to press. It Is the consensus of opin even temperature and pure
and a
ion that the Beveridge bill will be the physical and mental strength,
feeling of peace with all the world.
one passed and the meeting is to
what objection If any should be Such Is New Mexico.
Creatures of Habit.
tiuide to certain clauses of this bill.
Men are creatures of habit. Fate
Tho aid of the Democrats in Congress
will be sought to secure such changes Bets them down within the Arctic ciras the coiimiltt.ee will decide should cle and Its everlasting snows; in the
bo made In the bill. The question of northern slates with their extremes
constitutional conven of temperature and oppressive humida
tion, may not come up for discussion ity; In the southland with Its ener,lt this meeting, although it Is being vating climate: and there they requietly ennvassed among the mem main, tolling hopelessly; walled in by
bers. In interviews published in the brick and stone, sweltering in sumtonight, mer, freezlne in winter, storm bound
Albuquerque Tribune-Citizethe leading Democrats In the city, in- and storm ibeaten; oblivious to the
hours from Chicluding A. A. Jones, former chairman fact that thirty-eigh- t
of the committee, express themselves cago may be found Joy, health and
strongly In fnvor of the referendum. abundance, all within reach of an orThere la an especially large attendIncome.
ance from Torrance and the enstern dinary
Perhaps It Is better so, for we must
of
the Territory.
counties
have our Chicago our great central
markets. Were It otherwise, New
Mexico, larger than the kingdom of
MEMORIAL MEETING FOR
WATSON
GILDER. Italy and with sunnier skies, 'would be
RICHARD
too small to accommodate the seekFeb. 19. Governor ers after health and fortune.
New
York,
Hughes, Jacob A. Rlis and President
Fully nine out of every ten cases of
Butler of Columbia University, will
of
be among the speakers at a meeting rheumatism is Bimply rheumatism
or
to be hold In Mendelssohn hall tomor- tha niiiRHaa dun to cold or damp,
which
row in commemoration of the life and chronic rheumatism, neither of
All
treatment.
work of Richard Watson Gilder, the require any Internal
afford relief Is the
poet and editor, who died recently. that is needed to
LinThe meeting will be held under the free application of Chamberlain's
Give Is a trial. You are certain
auspices of the American Academy of iment
relief
Arts and Letters, and the various oth- to be pleased with the quick
er organizations of which Mr. Glider which It affords. Sold by all
was a member,

Denatured Alcohol From Cantaloupes.
Inquiries have recently come to the
Chemical Department of this Institu
tion regarding the possibilities of denatured alcohol production from cantaloupes. In view of the above, a
chemical examination was made of
some dead ripe cantaloupes during
the past season.
According to our present knowledge
of alcohol, It Is produced from what
we call reducing sugars or like bodies
formula. These
having the same
sugars we know In the commercial
world as dextrose, grape sugar and
glucose, all meaning the same material.
There are different yields per acre
of cantaloupes in different parts of
the Territory, depending on different
conditions of soil and cultivation and
planting. There are also different
varieties of cantaloupes
produced
which would contain varying amounts
of fermentable material, but the difference in the amounts of sugars will
not be very great In the different varieties.
The cantaloupes analyzed contain
ed 3.5 per cent reducing sugars. This
would mean 369.6 pounds of reducing
sugars per acre producing 10,560
If all these
pounds of cantaloupes.
were fermentable
reducing sugars
completely to alcohol, (which Is doubt
ful) they would produce 179.26 pounds
of absolute alcohol (100), and this
would make 29.88 gallons of 100 oi
200 proof alcohol.
At 40 cents per
gallon 29.88 gallons would bring
J11.95. The cost of production of the
cantaloupes and the manufacture of
the alcohol are next to be figured, but
it is hardly worth while to figure on
these when we know that corn will
produce per acre alcohol valued at
$:!5.24, sugar beets $09.76, potatoes
$55.92, sweet potatoes
$44.80, and
tunas $55.60. Corn gives
In the manufacture of alcohol, while
from the
we know of no
cantaloupes.
5
tons
of canta
Roughly speaking,
loupes will bring gross receipts from
alcohol production amounting to $12;
one ton produces $2.40 worth of alcohol.
On an average yield of Rocky
Ford cantaloupes an acre brings in
from $160 to $200, when the cantaloupes are placed upon the market.
Now if the cost of production of these
is $17 per acre and it costs more to
produce alcohol from an acre of cantaloupes, which brings in this way
only $11.95, It is quite evident that
the production of denatured alcohol
from cantaloupes would not be a pay
ing business but would be a loss.
After certain
complicated treat
ment, sawdust and various other
woody products may be made to yield
reducing sugars which are fermentable to alcohol. At the present time
It has not been learned If cantaloupes
can be made to produce more alcohol
eventually by this complicated treat
ment, hence the common method was
However,
used In these calculations.
If It were possible to ferment all the
solid material in cantaloupes, one
acre would bring only $35.85 worth of
alcohol, one ton would bring $7.20
worth; and, after deducting the cost
of production of cantalouoes, one
acre would net $18.85 from which the
cost of manufacture must be taken,
leaving a very sman profit, If any.
Thus, In conclusion. It is quite evi
dent that it would not pay to grow
cantaloupes for production of denatured alcohol; neither would it pay
to manufacture
denatured alcohol
from the waste cantaloupes.
S. R. MITCHELL.
A NIGHT ALARM.
Worse than an alarm of fire at night
Is the metallic cough of croup. Care
ful mothers keep Foley's Honey and
Tar in the house and give it at the
first glance of danger. Foley's Hon
ey and Tar has saved many little
lives. No opiates.

ELKS WILL
HOUSE

KEEP OPEN
INAUGURATION

DAY.

The Elks lodge will keep open
house on inauguration day for visit
ors to Santa Fe and cordially Invites
all visiting ladies and gentlemen to
make themselves at home In the
lodge rooms.
The following committees were ap
pointed by the exalted ruler of the
Elks lodge on Inaugural day open
house:
On finance: Thomas P. Gable, Carl
A. Bishop, J. D. Senn, J. P. Lyng and
A. J. Fischer. Members of this committee will please call on A. J. Fisch
er at once for lists of members.
Committee on Reception: N. L.
King, Dr. D. Knapp, F. T. Blandy,
Frank Jones, F. P. Sturges, Carlos
Creamer, J. P. Lyng, E. C. Abbott,
S. G. Cartwrlght, Hugh F. Duval, T.
A. McCarty, J. W. March, Jas. S.
J. W. Raynolds, I. Sparks, R.
H. Hanna, A. B. Renehan, M. L. Bur
rows and M. A. Stanton.
Members of this committee have
been requested to meet at the lodge
rooms on Monday afternoon and decorate the rooms, and to be there as
much as possible during Tuesday to
receive and welcome visitors.
Pneumonia follows a cold but never
follows the use of Foley's Honey and
Tar which stops the cough, heals the
limes and exnels the cold from the
system. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.

TAFT AT 'VARSITY BANQUET.
Washington, Feb. 28. Some of the
greatest men of the nation will gather
about tha banquet board In the New
Wlllard this evening, when the Uni
versity Club gives Its sixth annual din
ner. The function promises to be the
greatest of its kind ever held by a sim
ilar organization.
The toastmaster will be Senator De- pew, of New York. President Taft,
first president of the club, and whose
name was first proposed by the club
for the presidency of the United
States, will be among the speakers.
Other speakers will be
Sherman, Speaker Cannon, Champ
Clark, leader of the House minority;
Hon. Job E. Hedges, of New York,
and Senator Carter of Montana,

I

WILL GET

That Is What T. B. Catron
Hears All Along
Line
HE

BILL

DISLIKES

Declares That He Believes
Water Rights Clause Un-constitutional.
Back from a trip through the middle west, Hon. Thomas B. Catron, the

noted lawyer and former delegate to
Cmgress from New Mexico, says that
he hears but one tiling about statehood for Arizona and New Mexico.
"That is that we are going to get
statehood," added Mr. Catron. "There
seems no doubt but that some bill is
going to be passed. I do not know
what kind of a bill and Just how ob
jectionable that bill Is going to be but
U seems certain that some kind of a
bill Is going through the Senate very
soon.
"I have

not been In Washington,
nor have I been In Wyoming," said
Mr. Catron tn reply to questions as
to where he has been spending some
weeks, outside of the city.
"I have been In Chicago, Minneapolis and
Kansas City and other
places and It Is gratifying to hear all
along the line that the general opinion Is that the United States Senate
is going to pass the statehood bills
for Arizona and New Mexico.
T must admit, however, "that I for
one do not like either the Beveridge
or the Hamilton bill," continued New
Mexico's Nestor of the Bar. "First
of all, that seventh clause of section
three, on reclamation, I believe is unconstitutional. I consider that clause
would simply mean government ownership of our waters and that would
be unconstitutional, because It would
not put us on an equal footing with
the other Btates.
"Of course, the bill can be passed
all right and If that clause is unconstitutional, It would simply be inop
erative. It would not affect the rest
of the bill. Once In the union we are
in and that is all there is about it. But
I think we ought to get more liberal
land concessions for our public Institutions."
Mr. Catron seemed to have been
benefited by his trip and he looked in
splendid health. Asked about political
matters he said that he had done noth
ing of a political nature while away.
In Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, pure
healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts,
etc., are so cleverly blended as to give
a wonderfully true coffee taste, color,
and flavor. And besideB, Health Coffee goes a third farther than any
other kind. You actually get 100 full
cups from a 25c, 1
pound package.
And Health Coffee Is "made In a min30
20
to
minutes tedious boilute." No
ing Is at all necessary. And besides
there is not a grain of real coffee In
It. Sold by Frank Andrews.
COUNTY

TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATION

MEETS.

Important Subjects of Special Interest
to Pedagogues Were Discussed
by Several of the Speakers.
On last Friday a meeting of the
Santa Fe County Teachers' Association was held at the high school in
this city.
The meeting was called to order
promptly at 2 p. m. by President John
V. Conway, county superintendent
of
public schools.
The following teachers answered to
the roll call: Mrs. Emma Gonzales,
Mrs. Marie C. Navarro, Candido Ortiz, Mrs. John V. Conway, Miss Julia
de Aguero, Miss Frances
Martinez,
Miss Lulsa Alarid, Sixto Garcia, Miss
Henrietta de Aguero, Charles F. Miller, Miss Amelia Outterman, Manuel
N. Montowa, Mrs. M. C. Burt, Jose
Ortiz y Baca, Leandro M. Ortiz, Miss
G. Martinez, Miss Mary Duran, Antonio J. Romero, R. F. Asplund and Superintendent John V. Conway.
In the absence of the secretary of
the association, Miss Antonla Stlva,
who was detained on account of illness, Manuel N. Montoya was chosen
as temporary secretary.
President John V. Conway addressed the association, dwelling upon the
past and present conditions of the
Santa Fe county public schools, pointing out the fact that the Santa Fe
county schools were 50 per cent better than at any time In the past. He
said all this was due to the help and
counsel given him by Territorial Superintendent Clark, his able assistants, an excellent crops of teachers
now employed in the different districts.
Mrs. Marie C. Navarro read a paper
upon improving the school house and
Its surroundings, which proved very
Interesting.
of
C. F. Miller had the subject
"Teaching reading, Difficulties and
How to Overcome Them," which ho
handled quite well.
Mrs. Emma Gonzales delivered a
paper upon "Opening and Special Ex
ercises," which was very good.
"How May the Teacher Make Him
self Better Fitted for His Profession?"
was very ably handled by Hon. R. F.
Asplund. This number was of groat
value and benefit to the teachers present, and It Is the hope of the teachers that Mr. Asplund may be able to
address them at some future meeting.
Several teachers Joined the Territorial Reading Circle.
After a general discussion in which
all the teachers took part, the association adjourned until April 16th, when
Hon. F. G. Pattengll will address tho
association and friends.

Foley's Kidney Remedy will

euro

any caBe of Kidney or Bladder trouble
that Is not beyond the reach of medicine. No medicine can do more. Sold
by

Stripling-Burrow-

s

& Co.
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